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APPENDIX A: LEGISLATION 
 
 
 

Public Law 91-424 
September 26, 1970 

 

An Act 
To provide for the establishment of the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore 

in the State of Wisconsin, and for other purposes. 
 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled, That in order to conserve and develop for the benefit, inspiration, education, recreational 
use, and enjoyment of the public certain significant islands and shoreline of the United States and 
their related geographic, scenic, and scientific values, there is hereby established the Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore (hereinafter referred to as the ''lakeshore'') in Ashland and Bayfield Counties, 
Wisconsin, consisting of the area generally depicted on the map entitled ''Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore'', numbered NL-AI-91,000, sheets 1 and 2, and dated June 1970. The map shall be on file 
and available for public inspection in the office of the Director, National Park Service, Department 
of the Interior. 

Sec. 2. No lands held in trust by the United States for either the Red Cliff Band or Bad River Band of 
the Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, or for allottees thereof, shall be acquired or included within 
the boundaries of the lakeshore established by this Act, with the following exception:  

If the Indians who own more than 50 per centum of the interest in allotment number 74 GL 
or allotment number 135 in the Red Cliff Reservation agree to sell the allotment to the 
Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the ''Secretary''), the Secretary may 
consent to the sale on behalf of the other owners, purchase the allotment for the negotiated 
price and revise the boundaries of the lakeshore to include the allotment. 

Sec. 3. The Secretary may acquire within the boundaries of the lakeshore lands and interests therein 
by donation, purchase with donated or appropriated funds, or exchange, but lands and interests in 
lands owned by the State of Wisconsin may be acquired only by donation. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, any Federal property located within the boundaries of the lakeshore may, 
with the concurrence of the agency having custody thereof, be transferred without transfer of funds 
to the administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary for the purposes of the lakeshore. 

Sec. 4. (a) With the exception of not more than eighty acres of land to be designated within the 
lakeshore boundaries by the Secretary as an administrative site, visitor center, and related facilities, 
as soon as practicable, any owner or owners of improved property on the date of its acquisition by 
the Secretary may, as a condition of such acquisition, retain for themselves and their successors or 
assigns a right of use and occupancy of the improved property for noncommercial residential 
purposes for a definite term not to exceed twenty-five years, or, in lieu thereof, for a term ending at 
the death of the owner, or the death of his spouse, whichever is the later. The owner shall elect the 
term to be reserved. The Secretary shall pay to the owner the fair market value of the property on the 
date of such acquisition less the fair market value on such date of the right retained by the owner. 
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(b) A right of use and occupancy retained pursuant to this section may be terminated with respect to 
the entire property by the Secretary upon his determination that the property or any portion thereof 
has ceased to be used for noncommercial residential or for agricultural purposes, and upon tender to 
the holder of a right an amount equal to the fair market value, as of the date of the tender, of that 
portion of the right which remains unexpired on the date of termination. 

(c) The term “improved property”, as used in this section, shall mean a detached, noncommercial 
residential dwelling, the construction of which was begun before January 1, 1967 (hereinafter 
referred to as “dwelling”), together with so much of the land on which the dwelling is situated, the 
said land being in the same ownership as the dwelling, as the Secretary shall designate to be 
reasonably necessary for the enjoyment of the dwelling for the sole purpose of noncommercial 
residential use, together with any structures accessory to the dwelling which are situated on the land 
so designated. 

Sec. 5. The Secretary shall permit hunting, fishing, and trapping on lands and waters under his 
jurisdiction within the boundaries of the lakeshore in accordance with the appropriate laws of 
Wisconsin and the United States to the extent applicable, except that he may designate zones where, 
and establish periods when, no hunting, trapping, or fishing shall be permitted for reasons of public 
safety, administration, fish or wildlife management, or public use and enjoyment. Except in 
emergencies, any regulations prescribing any such restrictions shall be put into effect only after 
consultation with the appropriate State agency responsible for hunting, trapping, and fishing 
activities. 

Sec. 6. The lakeshore shall be administered, protected, and developed in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 U.S.C. 1, 2-4), as amended and 
supplemented; and the Act of April 9, 1924 (43 Stat. 90; 16 U.S.C 8a et seq), as amended, except that 
any other statutory authority available to the Secretary for the conservation and management of 
natural resources may be utilized to the extent he finds such authority will further the purposes of 
the Act. 

Sec. 7. In the administration, protection, and development of the lakeshore, the Secretary shall adopt 
and implement, and may from time to time revise, a land and water use management plan which shall 
include specific provision for-- 

(a) protection of scenic, scientific, historic, geological, and  
archeological features contributing to public education,  
inspiration, and enjoyment; 

(b) development of facilities to provide the benefits of public recreation together with such 
access roads as he deems appropriate; and  

(c) preservation of the unique flora and fauna and the  
physiographic and geologic conditions now prevailing on the Apostle Islands within the 
lakeshore: Provided, That the Secretary may provide for the public enjoyment and 
understanding of the unique natural, historical, scientific, and archeological features of the 
Apostle Islands through the establishment of such trails, observation points, exhibits, and 
services as he may deem desirable. 

Sec. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated not more than $4,250,000 for the acquisition of lands 
and interests in lands and not more than $5,000,000 for the development of the Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore. 

 

Approved September 26, 1970 
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Public Law 99-497 
October 17, 1986 

 

An Act 
To authorize the inclusion of certain additional lands with the Apostle Island National Lakeshore. 

 
 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled, 
The Act of September 26, 1970 (Public Law 91-424: 16 U.S.C. 460w) is amended as follows: 

(1) In section 1 –  
(a) In the first sentence, after the phrase “consisting of”, insert: “(a) IN GENERAL—” 
(b) at the end of the first sentence, delete “1970” and insert: “1970; and (b) LONG ISLAND 

ADDITION.—Approximately 200 acres of land at the mouth of Chequamegon Bay 
known as “Long Island”, as depicted on the map numbered NL-AI-91,001 and dated 
December, 1985”; 

(c) in the last sentence, delete “map” and insert “maps”.  
 

(2) In section 3, after the word “donation”, strike the following sentence and insert in lieu 
thereof the following: “Notwithstanding any provision of law, any Federal property located 
within the boundaries of the lakeshore is hereby transferred without transfer of funds to the 
administrative jurisdiction of the Secretary for the purposes of the lakeshore: Provided, That 
the United States Coast Guard may retain a right to utilized a portion of such land and 
facilities for use as navigational aids so long as may be required”. 
 
(3) In section 4(c), after “January 1, 1967”, insert: “, or before January 1, 1985 for those lands 
referred to in section 1(b).”.  

 
(4) Section 8 of such Act is amended by adding the following at the end thereof: “Effective 
October 1, 1986, there are authorized to be appropriated such additional sums as may be 
necessary for the acquisition of the lands described in section 1(b).”. 
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WILDERNESS LEGISLATION 
 
 
 
 
Public Law 108-447, December 8, 2004 
 
Section 140. Gaylord A. Nelson Apostle Islands National Lakeshore Wilderness Act. 
(b) DEFINITIONS.—In this section: 

(1) MAP.—The term ‘‘map’’ means the map entitled ‘‘Apostle Islands Lakeshore 
Wilderness’’, numbered 633/80,058 and dated September 17, 2004. 
(2) SECRETARY.—The term ‘‘Secretary’’ means the Secretary of the Interior. 
(3) HIGH-WATER MARK.—The term ‘‘high-water mark’’ means the point on the bank 
or shore up to which the water, by its presence and action or flow, leaves a distinct mark 
indicated by erosion, destruction of or change in vegetation or other easily recognizable 
characteristic. 

(c) DESIGNATION OF APOSTLE ISLANDS NATIONAL LAKESHORE WILDERNESS.— 
(1) DESIGNATION.—Certain lands comprising approximately 33,500 acres within the 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore, as generally depicted on the map referred to in 
subsection (b), are hereby designated as wilderness in accordance with section 3(c) of the 
Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1132), and therefore as components of the National Wilderness 
Preservation System. 
(2) MAP AND DESCRIPTION.—  

(A) The map referred to in subsection (b) shall be on file and available for public 
inspection in the appropriate offices of the National Park Service. 
(B) As soon as practical after enactment of this section, the Secretary shall submit 
a description of the boundary of the wilderness areas to the Committee on Energy 
and Natural Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Resources of the 
United States House of Representatives. 
(C) The map and description shall have the same force and effect as if included in 
this section, except that the Secretary may correct clerical and typographical 
errors in the description and maps. 

(3) BOUNDARY OF THE WILDERNESS.—Any portion of wilderness designated in 
paragraph (c)(1) that is bordered by Lake Superior shall use as its boundary the high-
water mark. 
(4) NAMING.—The wilderness area designated by this section shall be known as the 
Gaylord A. Nelson National Wilderness. 

(d) ADMINISTRATION.— 
(1) MANAGEMENT.—Subject to valid existing rights, the lands designated as wilderness 
by this section shall be administered by the Secretary in accordance with the applicable 
provisions of the Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1131), except that— 

(A) any reference in that Act to the effective date shall be considered to be a 
reference to the date of enactment of this section; and 
(B) where appropriate, any reference to the Secretary of Agriculture shall be 
considered to be a reference to the Secretary of the Interior with respect to lands 
administered by the Secretary. 

(2) SAVINGS PROVISIONS.—Nothing in this section shall—  
(A) modify, alter, or in any way affect any treaty rights; 
(B) alter the management of the waters of Lake Superior within the boundary of 
the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore in existence on the date of enactment of 
this section; or 
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(C) be construed to modify, limit, or in any way affect the use of motors on the 
lake waters, including snowmobiles and the beaching of motorboats adjacent to 
wilderness areas below the high-water mark, and the maintenance and expansion 
of any docks existing at the time of the enactment of this section. 

 
 
 
Public Law 109-97, November 11, 2005 
 
SEC. 440. REDESIGNATION OF WILDERNESS. 
(a) REDESIGNATION — Section 140(c)(4) of division E of Public Law 108-447 is amended by 
striking ‘National’. 
(b) REFERENCES — Any reference in a law, map, regulation, document, paper, or other record 
of the United States to the ‘Gaylord A. Nelson National Wilderness’ shall be deemed to be a 
reference to the ‘Gaylord A. Nelson Wilderness’. 
 
 
 
Public Law 111-11, March 30, 2009 
 
SEC. 7116. TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS. 
(a) GAYLORD NELSON WILDERNESS.— 

(1) REDESIGNATION.—Section 140 of division E of the Consolidated Appropriations 
Act, 2005 (16 U.S.C. 1132 note; Public Law 108–447), is amended— 

(A) in subsection (a), by striking ‘‘Gaylord A. Nelson’’ and inserting ‘‘Gaylord 
Nelson’’; and 
(B) in subsection (c)(4), by striking ‘‘Gaylord A. Nelson Wilderness’’ and inserting 
‘‘Gaylord Nelson Wilderness’’. 

(2) REFERENCES.—Any reference in a law, map, regulation, document, paper, or other 
record of the United  States to the ‘‘Gaylord A. Nelson Wilderness’’ shall be deemed to be 
a reference to the ‘‘Gaylord Nelson Wilderness’’. 
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APPENDIX C: CAMPGROUND DESIGN ANALYSIS AND 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

 
 
 

Based on discussions with the planning team, park staff, and Dr. Jeff Marion, research biologist 
with the USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Virginia Tech Field Station, the following 
guidance on campsite planning, design, and management was prepared for the Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore. The appendix includes objectives for the park’s campsite system, campsite 
management guidelines, and designated camping zone management strategies. 
 
 
CAMPSITE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 
• Protect natural and cultural resources 
• Provide for a diversity of high-quality camping opportunities, including informal, zone-based, 

camping 
• Provide some opportunities for solitude throughout the park, especially at campsites within 

the Gaylord Nelson Wilderness 
• Provide reasonable access for visitors and staff to the campsite system 
• Ensure campsites are safe and maintainable 
• Provide effective messages on appropriate use of campsites, and Leave No Trace principles 
 
 
CAMPSITE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 
To achieve the campsite system objectives, the following campsite management guidelines would be 
followed. 
 
Natural Resource Protection 
 

 Avoid or minimize campsites in areas with sensitive vegetation that are not resistant or 
resilient to trampling impacts, such as sandspits, wetlands, and dunes. 

 
 Avoid or minimize campsites in erosion prone areas.  

 
 Keep campsites to the minimum size necessary so as to minimize impacts on vegetation and 

soil communities. 
 

 Avoid or minimize campsites in sensitive or key wildlife habitat, including minimizing the 
spatial interface between camping activities and bear activity.   

 
 Provide appropriate food storage options in areas with known or likely bear activity. 

 
 Minimize fragmentation of wilderness. 

 
 Limit facilities in wilderness to only those needed for resource protection.   

 
 Seek campsite locations that offer the most suitable substrate and are self-limiting due to 

vegetation, rock and/or topography. Seek sidehill opportunities where feasible. If natural 
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topography and vegetation are not self-limiting, campsite borders should be constructed and 
anchored (if needed). Guidelines for the use of campsite borders include: use as few 
constructed borders as necessary, limit the use of geometric shapes and straight lines, and use 
rustic materials to the extent practical.  

 
 Construct desirable tenting areas (e.g., no obstacles, level ground) that are limited by 

topography, vegetation or rock to the extent possible. If natural topography and vegetation 
are not self-limiting, tent borders should be constructed and anchored (if needed). Guidelines 
for the use of tent borders include: use as few constructed borders as necessary, ensure good 
drainage, and use rustic materials to the extent practical. 

 
 Provide reasonable separation of campsite cooking facilities (e.g., bear locker, fire pit and 

picnic table, if applicable) and desirable tent areas on campsites to concentrate trampling 
impacts and minimize bear and human interactions. 

 
 Manage campfires according to the availability of downed firewood. 

 
 In locations where fires are permitted and fire rings provided, standardize and reduce fire ring 

size (20-24 inches may be appropriate) to minimize the size of fires and use of firewood. 
 

 Regulate axes and saws to minimize damage to trees and vegetation associated with campsites. 
 

 Use site ruination strategies and signage (if needed) on unnecessary, peripheral use areas to 
concentrate camping activities on formal campsites and reduce campsite sizes. 

 
 Provide education on Leave No Trace principles to visitors and outfitters. 

 
 
Cultural Resource Protection 
 

 Avoid or minimize campsites in areas with significant archeological, sacred and historic sites, 
particularly those located in unstable substrate.   

 
 If archeological or historic sites can’t be avoided, use management techniques to minimize 

impacts to the resources and stabilize soils (e.g., maintain grass, use floating boardwalks).   
 

 Consult with cultural resource advisors on campsite management activities to prevent further 
damage to sites caused by ground disturbing activities, both on campsites as well as in areas 
where borrow dirt or stone are gathered. 

 
 Provide education on Leave No Trace principles. 

 
 
Promotion of High Quality Visitor Experiences 
 

 Seek campsite locations that will be attractive to visitors.  
 

 Provide campsites with reasonable access based on the mode of travel (e.g., motorized boat 
versus non-motorized). 
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 Avoid or minimize the potential for conflicts between user groups. 
 

 Promote uncrowded and quiet campsites to the maximum extent possible. 
 

 Provide privacy between campsites to the degree possible (conversational voices generally 
become unclear beyond 100 feet) and locate campsites out of sight from trails. 

 
 Manage campsites to look as natural as possible, and minimize signage to the extent practical. 

 
 Tenting areas (including constructed tent pads) should be sized for only one tent per area, 

and the number and size of tenting areas on a campsite should accommodate the allowed 
persons per campsite (e.g., individual campsites = up to 7 people, group campsites = up to 20 
people) and the number of tents allowed per campsite.   

 
 Provide visitors with information on the number and size of tenting areas on campsites being 

reserved. 
 

 Provide visitors with site layout information so facilities associated with campsites are easily 
found (e.g., sign of site map at each campsite). 

 
 Avoid or minimize safety hazards (e.g., tree fall). 

 
 Provide education on Leave No Trace principles, campsite management strategies and visitor 

regulations. 
 

 Match visitor needs to camping opportunities, to the extent feasible. 
 

 Consider visitor use patterns when evaluating new campsite opportunities.  
 

 Provide some universal access opportunities. 
 
 
Sustainability of Park Operations 
 

 Maximize efficiency of accessing sites for maintenance purposes. 
 

 To the extent feasible and appropriate, co-locate sites to improve efficiency of support 
facilities and reduce the development footprint on resources. 

 
 Minimize the use of materials and facilities that require expensive and/or time consuming 

maintenance. 
 

 Use toilets of minimum design needed to protect water quality, other natural and cultural 
resources and visitor safety. 

 
 Continue regular maintenance and monitoring of campsites and associated facilities. 

 
 Institutionalize an adaptive management framework (e.g., LAC/VERP) that justifies action in 

response to changing resource conditions or visitor experiences.
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Designated Camping Zone Management 
 
Background Information 
 
Designated camping zone management as currently implemented at Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore is relatively unstructured, allowing visitors maximum freedom in selecting preferred 
campsite locations. Visitors may camp on resistant, pristine sites or they can camp on established 
sites (sites that look like they have already been used by another visitor). This type of camping 
management strategy has the highest level of visitor freedom, but also can lead to the highest 
amount of site proliferation and use conflicts.   
 
Currently, the low amount of use occurring in the camping zones at the park has not shown that 
the current management strategy is resulting in significant problems with resource or social 
impacts. The park staff does not have an inventory of visitor-created campsites in the designated 
camping zones, but it is estimated there are a few visitor-created campsites in the park. These 
campsites are more likely on islands that don’t have designated campsites, like Bear and Hermit 
islands.   
 
Few people camp in the zones (less than 3% of campers) and park staff do not encourage people 
to apply to camp in the zones—which may be why there have not been more resource and social 
impacts resulting from this type of camping policy. If these zones are to be promoted to increase 
the percentage of campers who use them, then more attention to the strategy for limiting impacts 
will be needed.   
 
Management Strategy 
 
The park staff will continue unregulated zone camping unless monitoring indicates that a more 
structured approach is needed to minimize impact, and/or visitor use of zone camping greatly 
increases. The staff would monitor the presence and condition class of campsites (using the 
classification system below) within the designated camping zones. Monitoring human waste 
impacts around visitor-created campsites is also critical to ensure that these areas aren’t being 
overused (e.g., if cat holes are used beyond 15–20 nights per year in an area, resource impacts 
from human waste could be a problem). 
 

Condition Class Rating System: 
 

Class 0:  Campsite barely distinguishable; no or minimal disturbance of vegetation and/or 
organic litter (often an old campsite that has not seen recent use). 

Class 1:  Campsite barely distinguishable; slight loss of vegetation cover and/or minimal 
disturbance of organic litter. 

Class 2:  Campsite obvious; minor to moderate loss of vegetation cover (10-40%) and/or 
organic litter crushed in primary use areas.   

Class 3:  Moderate loss of vegetation cover (40-60%) and/or organic litter crushed on 
much of the site, some bare soil exposed in primary use areas. Some soil erosion 
indicated by exposed tree roots and minor shoreline disturbance.   

Class 4:  Moderate- high loss of vegetation cover (60-90%) and/or organic litter crushed 
on much of the site, bare soil exposed in primary use areas. Soil erosion 
indicated by exposed tree roots and moderate shoreline disturbance.   
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Class 5:  Nearly complete or total loss of vegetation cover (90-100%) and organic litter, 
bare soil widespread. Soil erosion obvious, as indicated by exposed tree roots 
and rocks and extensive shoreline disturbance.   

If a different management strategy is needed, the following ideas would be considered: 

• Design the designated camping zones in a concentric circle system, with a pristine site* 
camping strategy on the island interiors, and an established site** camping strategy on or near 
the island shorelines. If an established site could not be found on or near the shoreline, then 
visitors would be instructed to pristine site camp. Beach camping (below the leading edge of 
vegetation) would follow the pristine site strategy.   

• All sites found in the pristine site camping area (interior of islands) would be closed and 
restored. In areas of the established site camping (on or near shorelines), sites that do not 
meet criteria for an acceptable site (e.g., too close to trails, near a sensitive resource), or those 
in unacceptable condition, would be closed and restored. If needed, the park staff will create 
established sites in desirable and acceptable locations to direct visitor use.   

• Visitors would be educated on the designated camping zone management policy and would 
need to be prepared to camp in these areas. At the visitor center or on the park web site, 
campers could be required to watch a video and be tested on their knowledge. Another 
approach would be to develop a specific camping brochure for designated camping zone 
activities. Outfitters would be required to hand out Leave No Trace literature to visitors, 
particularly those who are spending a night in the park.   

 
Rationale for this approach: Given the unique circumstances of island camping in the park, the 
concentric circle approach to managing the designated camping zones could be effective to allow 
for visitor freedom while also reducing the potential for visitor impacts. The island shorelines are 
the most popular (and most used) for camping activities since visitors tend to gravitate toward 
water, and the heat and insects associated with the island interiors make them less desirable for 
camping in June and July. The shoreline areas available for camping are relatively small, and given 
that these areas will likely continue to receive the most use, an established site camping policy 
could be an effective approach for providing a moderate level of visitor freedom while minimizing 
resource and social impacts in these areas. Given the lower number of visitors and the larger area 
available on the island interiors, these areas present an excellent opportunity for pristine site 
camping to allow for the highest levels of visitor freedom and opportunities for solitude. Camping 
on the beach, below the leading edge of vegetation, could follow the pristine site camping policy 
since resources are highly resistant and resilient, and it would provide another opportunity for 
visitors to choose their own campsite. 
 
*Pristine site camping – visitors camp only on durable areas that have not been used by other 
visitors  
**Established site camping – visitors camp only on sites that have been noticeably used by other 
visitors or are NPS designated campsites 
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Letters identical in content to this one were sent to all the tribes listed in the “Consultation & 
Coordination” chapter of this document. 
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APPENDIX F: 
LETTERS AND INTERNET COMMENTS PERTAINING TO THE 

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 
This appendix contains the letters and internet comments received after publication of the draft 
document that relate to the substantive issues discussed in chapter 6. Agency and organization letters 
are presented first, followed by letters from individuals. Following those letters are the internet 
comments pertaining to the issues.  
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9 

 

 

 

 

 

I strenuously object to the plan to close the 17 campsites 
along Stockton Island's beach and move them inland. The 
appeal of camping a highly visited island, is the chance to 
be along the lakeshore. The Apostle Islands are, after all, 
islands -- people visit them to be on the water. Moving the 
campsites inland completely desecrates the point of 
visiting this unique national park. If your concern truly is 
erosion then the park should educate visitors about their 
responsibilities to the landscape instead of taking away the 
opportunity to enjoy it.  

09/06/2009    N/A, N/A .  
 
Minneapolis, MN 
55409  
USA  
  

 

 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While I am in favor of increasing the public's access to 
enjoy the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore, I am 
opposed to any new development of infrastructure 
(buildings, electrical, water distribution, sewer, or other 
constructed facilities of any kind), on any and all of the 
islands which are included in the Park. I also do not favor 
restoration of any existing structures on any of the islands 
if those structures would then be used to attract a greater 
number of visitors to the islands, unless public access 
would be restricted to the immediate area surrounding the 
structures, and then for edcuational purposes only. 
 
I am in favor of refurbishing and restoring to original 
condition lighthouses which now exist on islands in the 
Park. 
 
The National Park Service should work to maintain the 
pristine nature of this wilderness area off the Northern 
shore of Wisconsin, in Lake Superior, not to reduce or 
degrade such pristine condition. I consider it more 
important to preserve the beauty of the area over 
increasing access or developing any public facilities.  
 
I am in favor of maintaining the present location of the 
campsites in the Park; not moving them away from the 
shoreline. The attractiveness of these campsites is part of 
the experience of camping close to the shore of Lake 
Superior, and moving them away from the shore would 
make the campsites less attractive and detract from the 
experience I believe they were intended to provide. 
 
My fear is over time gradual improvements to facilities or a 
gradual increase in the public's access to an uncontrolled 
condition would result in the complete degradation of the 
islands and the history of the region in the Lake Superior 
watershed.  
 
It is vitally important we work diligently to act as stewards 
of this region, and not allow its gradual demise in the name 
of public access.  

09/07/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Duluth, MN 55806  
USA  
Kept Private  
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Comments of Greg Lais representing Wilderness Inquiry 
on the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore Draft General 
Management Plan / Wilderness Management Plan August 
2009. Submitted September 9, 2009 
 
Overall, Wilderness Inquiry supports the preferred 
Alternative 2 plan, with a few modifications. These 
modifications include: 
1)More group and individual camping opportunities, both 
within  

 

the Gaylord Nelson Wilderness Area and outside of it. 
Alternative 2 states "no net gain" in campsites within the 
Wilderness Area. We would like to see as many camping 
and back country opportunities as possible.  
 
We are not concerned about the relocation of the group 
campsite on Oak Island, provided the replacement site is 
as accessible as possible for all persons, including persons 
with disabilities. We would like to see more group sites on 
Oak! 
 
2)More trails and hiking opportunities throughout the 
Apostle Islands. 
 
Since we can never guarantee that lake Superior will allow 
us to kayak, we are always looking for mainland activities 
for our groups. In general, we like the option of as many 
hiking trails as possible on the mainland. 
 
Specifically, we would like to see the trail from Meyers 
Beach extended all the way to Little Sand Bay. A primitive 
trail is fine (no bridges needed). One or two more primitive 
campsites along that trail would be ideal so we could have 
more school groups do backpacking. 
 
We are also interested in discussing trail options from our 
property adjacent to Little Sand Bay NPS lands to the lake 
and or going south through lands owned by the Red Cliff 
Band of the Ojibwe. 
 
3)NPS staffing continued, especially on the mainland at 
Little Sand Bay amd Meyers Beach.  
 
We agree that the building at Little Sand Bay should be 
replaced with a smaller ranger station, but would like to 
see that it continues to be staffed with an NPS seasonal or 
perhaps a volunteer. We are open to collaborating on that 
as we have discussed the option of having a seasonal 
caretaker stay at our cabin just ¼ of a mile from the ranger 
station.  
 
4)New visitor center located near the lake to bolster 
presence of the National Park Service in the community 
and provide important and interesting information on the 
Apostle Islands to visitors. 

09/08/2009 Wilderness 
Inquiry  

Lais, Gregory J.  
808 - 14th Ave SE  
Minneapolis, MN 
55414  
USA  
greglais@wildernessin
quiry.org  
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We support the plan for the NPS to establish a new visitor 
center near the lake. The current HQ is up and away from 
where most of the pedestrian traffic is, and we believe 
there would be a much greater appreciation for the NPS 
and the Apostle Islands if a visitor center was closer to the 
"action". Oour guess is that most visitors to Bayfield never 
go to the NPS headquarters because of its current 
location. 
 
We also think it is worth looking at the option of 
consolidating the headquarters into a new visitor center.  
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this plan and 
to continue as partners with the National park Service. 
Wilderness Inquiry is also pleased to help the National 
Park Service comply with and exceed federal standards for 
accessibility of persons with disabilities. Wilderness Inquiry 
currently operates in over a dozen National Parks 
throughout the United States, and the Apostle Islands is 
one of the most naturally accessible parks in the entire 
system.  
 
Thank You! 
 
Greg Lais 
Executive Director 
Wilderness Inquiry 
612-676-9409 
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Concerning the Apostle Islands: 
I would hate to see the group campsite on Oak Island at 
the sand spit moved. 
I would hate to see the Rangers replaced by an information 
board at Little Sand Bay. They are such wonderful people 
to talk to. 

 
My wife and I kayak the islands all summer. We're only 
120 miles away, so we get out quite often. Please keep it 
wild. 
Info center on the Bayfield water front sounds great! 
Pumping the outhouses out more often would be greatly 
appreciated. The out house at Sand Island Group site was 
completely filled to the bottom of the stainless steel tube on 
September 18th. P....U...... 

 
Please keep it wild. From my experience the people who 
use the Islands practice "Leave no Trace", which is a 
terrific thing. 
We were recently kayaking the Keweenaw Peninsula near 
the tip. We started at Bete Gris and paddled to the 
Montreal River. Our campsite was littered with used toilet 
paper all over the woods, booze bottles, and other junk. It 
was very sad! We've never experience such disregard in 
the Apostle Islands. Hats off to the people who enjoy this 
great treasure, and thank you to those concerned for 
making the Apostles what they are. 

09/24/2009    Lueders, Paul A.  
13837 Hwy 70  
Lac du Flambeau, WI 
54538  
USA  
calypipe@hughes.net  
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Respectfully, 
Paul Lueders @ claypipe@hughes.net  

 

 

16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I urge the Park Service to implement Option 3 of the Plan, 
which provides minor improvements for wilderness 
experiences but does not add more opportunities for 
transportation to the islands. One of the great aspects of 
the Apostle Islands is its uncrowded, wilderness character. 
I've enjoyed the islands even more because it took time 
paddling or sailing a small vessel to get to them. If more 
people would like to enjoy the islands, let them gain 
paddling or sailing or boating skills enable them to get 
there.  
 
I am opposed to Option 2 because I think increased 
ferrying of people to these wild islands would harm the 
Park's wilderness character. Please don't implement that 
Option. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Gordon Gilbert 

10/08/2009    Gilbert, Gordon .  
10714 N. Fairway 
Circle  
Mequon, WI 53092  
USA  
gordon@financialwriti
ng.net  
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I am commenting on the Apostle Islands park plan. I do not 
agree with opening motor boat concessions on Basswood 
and Sand Islands. Individuals already have a hard time 
getting near island camp sites (as opposed to outside tour 
groups). These islands are already congested. All I have to 
do is look at the negative impact of concessionaires at 
other National Parks and it's clear that the 
commercialization and commodification of our National 
Parks is the WRONG way to go. The only reason that the 
Apostles have been named as one of our best National 
Park areas is that they have not yet been over-run by 
commercial interests posing as concerned conservators. 
The Chequamegon National Forest has been named one 
of the most endangered and mis-managed in the nation. 
We now want to extend that fiasco to the Apostles? Thank 
you for the opportunity to comment.  

10/13/2009    Liphart, Dennis S.  
 
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
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The Oak Island group site (SE Sandspit)is the nicest group 
site in the entire park. It is well set up and doesn't seem to 
suffer from some of the same type of erosion that Stockton 
does. I use it when camping with other families out of our 
kayaks. I know it gets heavy use by local outfitters. I'd hate 
to see it moved to a "hike in" site further west. I look 
forward to an annual jaunt out to the sandspit and it is one 
of my favorite "family kayak friendly" spots in the world. 
 
I think that the Park Service needs to keep in mind that the 
park is a premier kayaking destination and needs to keep 
the needs of kayakers in mind when looking at plans or 
changes. Currently, there is heavy pressure on kayak 
friendly sites, and some competition between outfitters and 
private parties (mostly groups of friends or families that 
require a group site). The outfitters bring in tourists and 
safely introduce folks to kayaking, and therefore are really 

10/13/2009    Liphart, Doug .  
24395 FR 245  
Ashland, WI 54806  
USA  
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valuable in the equation. We should make sure that there 
are adequate sites to accommodate private parties as well. 
 
I am not opposed to adding motor shuttles to increase 
access to the islands for the general public. We do need to 
watch and make sure shuttles are affordable to avoid 
gentrification of our park user population. We also need to 
make sure that motor in private parties and kayakers are 
not negatively affected by those shuttle additions. 
 
Thanks! 
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I believe the preferred plan does 3 main things that 
negatively effect kayakers. 
 
The first one is moving the Oak A (the group site on the 
sandspit) from its present spot, to a hike in site near the 
dock. The present site is probably the nicest group 
campsite in the park. The only reason for this change 
seems to be an arbitrary distinction that it is the only group 
campsite in the Gaylord Nelson Wilderness. Please keep 
this campsite where it is! 
 
The second one is moving and clustering the campsites at 
Stockton Presque Isle. Here I agree that something needs 
to be done to minimize erosion impact for the campsites in 
that area. The proposal is to move the sites toward the 
point (again hike in sites) and cluster them similar to a 
mainland campground (similar to Big Bay State Park). My 
feeling is it would be better to limit the number of 
campsites to 6 or so to limit impacts, and still be able to 
maintain kayaker friendly sites.  
 
Lastly, I believe that Sand and Basswood Islands have a 
lot of visitors already, and that providing cheap motor boat 
transport, would negatively impact the experience of other 
visitors.  

10/13/2009    Nesvold, Scott .  
27760 Cty Hwy C  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
scott.nesvold@gmail.c
om  

 

 

 

 

22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two points: 
 
1.Motorized transport of tourists out to Basswood and 
Sand would add too many people to those islands and 
reduce the wilderness atmosphere.Let alone the increased 
motorized traffic. 
2. The present Oak A camp site is the best campsite in the 
park for kayakers as it is.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Scott  

 

10/13/2009    Wilson, Scott .  
Stewart Road  
Hayward, WI 54843  
USA  
wilson@cresthillresort.
com  

24 

 

 

As a long time wilderness guide and user of wilderness, in 
particular the Apostle Islands, I have seen greater and 
greater restrictions on limited impact users.(as in "little" 
reletive to motorized users) Effectively limiting freedoms 

10/14/2009    weiss, greg .  
 
cornucopia, WI 54827 
USA  
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(rights) to us as citizens. I believe that in general, this is 
wrong. 
 
1. Group campsite move: 
Specific to the current proposal, and managers should 
understand, sacrifice is necessary to save and serve the 
greater whole. Group campsites do just this. They are 
highly impacted. If we move to new sites that are more 
difficult to access, impact may be more of an issue than 
the current sites which have been in use since at least 
1990.(from when I first came here) 
Oak Island group site is in a nice site. We need a group 
site on Oak. Why not leave it? IF the only reason is 
because group sites are not usual in wilderness, and the 
decision is based soley on "rules", then it is essentially a 
wrong decision. 
 
2. Motorized boats: 
should not be allowed as a concession buisiness in 
wilderness, as this takes away the wilderness character, 
and instead installs an entity that most peole travelling in 
wilderness are trying to escape from, if only for a few days. 
Motors are the largest threat to the serenity of our parks. 
Again, this may sacrifice the good graces of a few that 
want to make a buck, or are disabled. 
 
In closing, when we debate "wilderness" needs we are 
realy talking about what is best for nature, but we need to 
take human nature into account as well in order to make 
the decision that will work in the real world. 
 
Thank you. 

nativeways@hotmail.c
om  

25 two concerns that I have noted in looking through the 
proposed management plan. both regard campsite 
relocation. 
 
1) Oak Island group site A. preferred alternative includes 
relocating this site. I support leaving site as is, and, if 
needed, putting additional measures in place to protect 
sandspit vegetation, if that's the driving issue. I've used this 
site several times with family camping groups that exceed 
single site capacity and it seems to be an excellent site for 
groups. there are few group sites in the islands, and all but 
oak A are near docks and more busy areas. to me its 
desirable to offer group options in less developed areas, 
not just near docks. I strongly support leaving existing Oak 
group site in current location. if you want to add another 
group site near dock, that would be fine, but don't reduce 
wilderness camping options for groups. in fact, increase 
them!  
 
1a) following up on that - this suggests to me 
reconsideration of current policy on group camping. I've 
been told by Park staff that if two families totaling more 
than 7 individuals wish to camp in proximity and hang 
together in one site, they need to use a group site rather 

10/14/2009    Settgas, Roy .  
75405 Church Corner 
Rd  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
rsettgas@centurytel.n
et  
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than 2 adjacent single sites. this really reduces options for 
groups. I'd support relaxing this policy to allow use of 
adjacent single sites and/or creating additional group sites 
in wilderness areas. 
 
2) Presque Isle sites. proposed relocation in preferred 
alternative. I support leaving as many of these sites intact 
as possible. these are some of the nicest campsites in the 
islands. I can't imagine where they would be relocated to 
that would result in nearly as pleasant a camping 
experience. my understanding is that one factor prompting 
relocation is the distance for privy pumping. if that's the 
case, I suggest relocating the privies, not the sites. erosion 
is also an issue I'm sure. I would think that serious erosion 
control measures could be done for less $$ than the cost 
of relocating campsites. 
 
I see that one alternative is to retain some of the northern 
sites. I definitely favor that, but prefer retaining all or most 
of the sites and doing whats needed to address erosion. I 
know its not an easy one, but these are really great sites.  

26 just submitted a comment on campsite relocation and was 
looking through the preferred alternative again. saw the 
discussion of construction of a visitor center down on 
Bayfield waterfront if property available from a willing 
seller. made me think of one of the great losses to the 
parkscape in recent years, which was the demolition of the 
old Bayfield lookout tower, which offered a fabulous vista 
of the islands which is currently not available anywhere 
that I can think of.  
 
I'd suggest making it a priority to purchase property from a 
willing seller to create a mainland high spot viewing facility. 
fire tower hill would be the obvious place, should that 
property be or become available. but there are other 
hilltops around that could give a similar panorama.  
 
to my tastes, this would be money better spent than a new 
visitor facility in Bayfield that would divert people away 
from the old courthouse that offers a sense of Bayfield 
history as well as park info.  

10/14/2009    Settgas, Roy .  
75405 Church Corner 
Rd  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
rsettgas@centurytel.n
et  

27 To whom it may concern,  
 
As a resident of Bayfield and a previous employee of 
several of the kayaking outfitters operating in the area as 
well, and a frequent user of the Apostle Islands National 
Park I feel it only appropriate that I voice my opinion with 
regards to some of the changes that are being proposed 
under the so-called "Preferred Plan" by the park.  
 
1. The first change suspect to criticism is the proposed 
moving of the Oak A campsite (the group site on the 
southwestern sandspit) from its present spot, to a hike in 
site near the dock. At present the location of the campsite 
is just perfect , not only in its beauty and ease of access 

10/14/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
Kept Private  
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after a long days paddle but with regards to the balance 
between remoteness and comfort of amenities like a pit 
toilet, fire ring, etc. It is one of the nicest campsites in the 
whole park. Apparently it seems that whomsoever 
proposed this idea has never kayaked enough in the area 
before, ( with a group , mind you), to know what it feels like 
to paddle a long day and sometimes through a small squall 
and reach safety and after a long exhausting day be able 
to set up camp without going for an unnecessary hike. At 
present most of the campsites both individual and group 
are located in very ideal and locations considering the 
factors one might encounter on Lake Superior. 
 
2. The second change is moving and clustering the 
campsites at Stockton Presque Isle. I understand that 
somethings need to be done here to minimize erosion 
impact. From my understanding the proposal, under the 
so-called " Preferred Plan" is to move the sites toward the 
point (again hike in sites) and cluster them similar to a 
mainland campground. Would it not be better to cut back 
on the number of campsites here to somewhere around 4-
8 campsites. Thereby cutting down on the use, maintaining 
the pristiness, and maintain kayaker friendly sites At 
present I believe thee are 16 sites/ Cutting this number in 
half will surely minimize impact. 
 
3. Lastly, under the so-called "Preferred Plan" it is being 
proposed to have motorboats shuttling people to 
Basswood and Sand Islands as a concession business. To 
accommodate this they are looking to add picnic areas and 
bathroom facilities. Don't these islands being so close to 
the mainland and mainland points of access already 
receive the highest impact from visitors in the park, and 
would not this proposed plan just increase the amount of 
impact. Would this not just detract from the wilderness 
experience even more. 
 
If your plan is to protect the park wouldn't it be better to just 
minimize the amount of individual clustered campsites, 
maintain the present group campsites and decrease the 
maximum capacity of people at these group sites. Wouldn't 
it be better to minimize commercial motor boating in the 
area and maintain its wilderness appeal.  

29 The below comments I offer are in response to the NPS 
Preferred Plan. It is my belief the this plan is misguided 
and unfairly detracts many of the units most important 
assets. Particularly, the kayaking community has been 
overlooked as a significant economic force and 
constituency.  
 
While we are well aware of the impact of the economy on 
travel and recreation, it is important to note that all 
kayaking participation is UP, in fact at historic highs when 
compared to other paddlesports. This is according to a 
number of pieces of research from the Outdoor Industry 
Association. 

10/14/2009 St. Cloud 
State 
University 
Outdoor 
Endeavors  

Bartha, Ivan L.  
102 Halenbeck Hall 
720 4th Ave South  
Saint Cloud, MN 
56301  
USA  
ilbartha@stcloudstate.
edu  
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Here are my comments regarding the plan: 
 
1. The OAK A site is magnificent. With proper 
management, it should stay where it is. While I understand 
that it lies within the wilderness area, I would challenge the 
NPS to consider the value of those campers being 
exposed to that wilderness. Ultimately, those close to the 
land are the stewards, advocates and protectors. Consider 
what is lost over what is gained out of convenience. 
 
2. On Stockton Island, I would concur that there needs to 
be some reorganization of camping at Presque Isle. 
Instead of moving the campsites, it would be more prudent 
and economical to reduce the number of campsites in half 
and develop a rotation plan with the old campsites to allow 
for reclamation and to minimize erosion. Again, consider 
that kayakers are one of the largest user groups at 
Stockton. Creating hike in sites will effectively alienate this 
group. Another key improvement necessary is the 
improved management of the Stockton Island group sites. 
They are in rough shape. 
 
3. Developing expanded concessionaire driven service 
transporting passengers to Basswood and Sand Islands 
further marginalizes the resources, cheapens the visitors 
experience and serves to benefit a small number of 
people. The visitors partaking in this type of service 
deserve better. If we are going as far as developing a 
concession business on these islands, where does it stop? 
Maybe we look at developing snack bars and gift shops 
next? 
 
As a career outdoor recreation professional, I have an 
understanding of the importance of managing natural 
resources at all levels. The Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore is such an incredibly unique resource that I am 
surprised and a little disappointed that the NPS has 
decided to go this direction. I would challenge the 
contemporary wisdom that has guided past decisions and 
outcomes, both good and bad. We cannot afford to detract 
from the wilderness experience or misguide visitors on the 
value of this unique natural resource.  

30 As a person who has kayaked in the Apostle Islands for 
two decades and as a person who has enjoyed power 
boating for five decades I would strongly encourage you to 
NOT expand or increase the accessability of Sand Island 
in any manner to power boat traffic. Sand Island is unique 
to sea kayakers in that it offers so much of a wilderness 
type experience that falls within the capabilities of many 
paddlers without unduly putting them in harms way relative 
to increased perils of having to cross large expanses of 
open water and the associated risks of doing so. This 
island offers so much to the kayaker in terms of caves, 
trails and the lighthouse all within the context of a not 
overrun environment. If the intent is to make the islands 

10/15/2009    kinderman, robert .  
w4834 5th av  
trego, WI 54888  
USA  
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more accessible(which I believe is a questionable need) I 
would recommend you look at the more outlying islands 
that are very attainable by power boat but fall outside the 
capabilities of many kayakers. I realize other island such 
as Oak,Stockton and Raspberry also exist but they do not 
offer, in my opinion the same opportunity to " get away 
from the crowd " experience that is possible at Sand and I 
believe that part of this is due to Sand's location at the far 
west end of the islands and removed from the much 
heavier power boat traffic nearer to Bayfield. Please let this 
natural location continue to protect this area and not 
neutralize it with National Park sanctioning of increased 
power traffic. You have a difficult job in manageing mutiple 
use of the resources but in this case you have many 
options in other islands outside of those close to shore that 
are better reserved for the folks who can at best only cover 
about three miles an hour in their kayaks as opposed to 
twenty to forty mph in power boats.Multiple use does not 
mean that all the critters have to always share the same 
cage particularly when mutiple options are 
available.Please rethink your considerations with this issue 
and thank you for the opportunity to provide my thoughts.  

31 Lighthouses-  
I support this plan 
 
Life Estates and Former Use & Occupancy Properties-  
This too, I support. I especially like the idea of 
redeveloping the trails from place to place. Even if the 
buildings were not open for entry, being able to hike to, 
read interpretive signs and view them would be a great 
asset to the park. 
 
Nonwilderness Lands on the Islands  
I have question about this. Specifically offering shuttle 
service to park patrons. The park service needs to define 
their intention by doing this. Is this to make money so that 
the local park service can better support itself? If so I think 
it is worth considering. Though the proposal language 
alone makes me question this. Proposing to provide 
"inexpensive public transportation" Suggest subsidy. 
Power boat Shuttles and tours are priced by individuals to 
make profit or more likely to pay for slip fees, maintenance, 
and time reimbursement. I think it is the minority that is 
making a great profit on this service. It is more a means to 
support a lifestyle. My guess is that providing this service 
would not be a money making operation and would likely 
cost the park more, consequently raising fees for others. If 
this is the case I think shuttles should be left to private 
parties.  
 
Wilderness  
I support the development of wilderness areas but come 
on!!!! Oak A is the best group site in the Park!!!! Please do 
not close it!!!!!! 
 
The Presque Isle sites are complicated. I too would like to 

10/15/2009    Ketchum, Leo E.  
612 West 4th St.  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
leok1221@yahoo.com 
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see erosion control. As the sites are currently set up it is 
not really possible. Closing them would be a shame. 
Having everyone have to walk into the campground would 
be a shame.  
How about a low profile fence along the dune edge with 3 
or 5 main walkways developed up from the beach to the 
trail behind the campsites. If that is not enough maybe we 
also reduce the number on the sand dunes in addition to 
opening a Presque Isle campground?  
NPS Visitor Centers 
I think the Visitor center is great but I see the draw to 
having it in town.  
I guess park service finances would have to drive this. 
 
Leo 

32 Some proposed changes to the Apostle Islands absolutely 
cannot happen. The NPS Preferred Management Plan for 
the Apostle Islands sets the tone for NPS projects/ 
management for the next 15-20 years. It is my belief that 
the sea kayaking community will be hit hard if certain 
aspects of this plan are approved. The plan clearly states 
that you are considering adding "inexpensive" public 
transportation to some of the inner islands. This is being 
done to accommodate small AND large groups of tourists. 
You are going to add MORE campsites and toilets to Sand, 
Basswood and Oak to accommodate MORE people. More 
is not better when it comes to wilderness areas.  
 
If you allow for "inexpensive" public transportation to the 
inner islands, that means kayakers will to navigate among 
even more commercial boat traffic bringing lots tourists to 
the islands for picnics in which they'll undoubtedly leave 
behind trash, create noise and impact these pristine 
islands. Before you know it, we'll have concessions stands 
selling beer and T-shirts on Sand Island.  
 
On Stockton Island, you are considering taking away some 
of the Presque Isle campsites and making them "Hike-In" 
sites. That only further alienates sea kayakers. Sea 
Kayakers are a major economic force and constituency 
and the sport itself is UP and even at historic high levels 
when compared to other paddlesports.  
 
This Preferred Plan effects me and my program big time! I 
can honestly say that some changes have been for the 
greater good (erosion control projects and lighthouse 
restorations), and those changes cost money. That's why 
permit fees have increased so quickly in 4 years. However, 
these proposed changes are a direct result of "selling-out" 
to to save budgets. It's the Islands that will feel the brunt of 
these proposed changes, and unfortunately, the islands do 
not have a voice.  
Please reconsider this plan!  

 

 

10/15/2009 University of 
Wisconsin-
Stout  

Keenan, Jeffrey .  
41 Sports & Fitness 
Center 
220 13th Ave East  
Menomonie, WI 54751 
USA  
keenanj@uwstout.edu 
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33 Hi, 
I would like to see the Apostle Islands kept as natural as 
possible so increasing the traffic to the islands will not 
accomplish this. 
 
Please do not allow more motorized boat traffic to travel to 
the islands, 
find other ways to raise money, fast and easy is not always 
the best. 

10/15/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bloomer, WI 54724  
USA  
Kept Private  

34 I've read the proposals and find the information located 
within very interesting. I'm glad to see some planning for 
the future being done. I like some of each proposal but 
can't decide on a single as my favorite. I've been a user / 
visitor of the Apostle Islands for close to 30 years and think 
the area is incredible and you all have done a good job 
caretaking it for us.. I've been an avid boater all my life and 
the park is probably the number one reason I live in this 
area. I've kayaked, sailed and/or power boated to all of the 
islands over the years and camped on many of them. 
Currently my interest is in sailing the Apostles. I've used 
the docks for overnight trips as well as anchored. Over the 
last two years I've sailed around 1000 miles within the 
lakeshore boundaries. My first inclination is to try to scale 
back the use of the lakeshore as I've seen degradation of 
both the physical land and water over the years as well as 
the "wilderness" experience. It's hard to go anywhere in 
the park without intense, sometimes rude human activity. 
Increased use has given us everything from garbage on 
the beaches to noise pollution to basic overcrowding. I've 
had other boaters - kayakers in particular disregard the 
reservation system and camp in the same area without 
reservations totally ruining the wilderness experience. 
These are mostly commercially operated groups from out 
of the area. This summer I was anchored out on Outer 
Island and two gentleman from the Twin Cities had 
reserved the campsite only to have a group from Camp 
Manitowish come in in the afternoon and ask if they could 
stay there too. What were they going to say? No?. I felt 
sorry for them as now they were camping with 8 teen age 
girls when they thought they had the site to themselves. 
Also, I understand the park boundaries only include the 
water that is within a quarter mile of shore but something 
needs to be done concerning the "go fast boats" 
unregulated or unenforced exhaust volume. I've heard 
them out on the lake for hours during the late afternoon / 
evening hours and it's pretty distracting. If their noise 
output is within the decibel limits stated for the lakeshore 
I'd be very surprised. Some of the ideas in the plan would 
increase the use of the seashore and I disagree with them. 
Adding shuttle services to the islands is one of them. If this 
has to be done maybe just do Basswood and leave Oak 
and Sand as they are. Oak is setup very nice as it is with 
the group site distant from the dock. This separates two 
distict users and putting campsites that are accessed at 
the dock would create a bunch of traffic in one area that 
right now is pretty quiet. I would imaging that the Kayakers 

10/15/2009    McGinley, Mark K.  
226 West Pine Street 
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
mariposafarm@yahoo
.com  
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would rather have their boats close to a campsite as well 
since most of the equipment on a kayak is in separate 
containers - pretty hard to haul far. Sand Island has a lot of 
use right now - adding even more with a commercial 
shuttle would exacerbate the crowding now experienced. I 
was out there a few weeks ago (Late September) paddling 
in the caves and saw quite a bit of traffic. Photo 
opportunities were missed due to the boat traffic - that and 
the two-cycle smell from outboards permeating the caves 
made the trip somewhat unpleasant. Having boats 
shuttling people by the caves would make this even more 
crowded. There was mention of possibly adding more 
docks and in poor weather these are nice to have to tie up 
too (in a lee). It seems there are not many choices for 
when the wind is roaring out of the south for safe docking. 
Maybe if any are added consider this? More docks might 
spread out the current population using the islands for 
recreation too - as well as mooring buoys. I'd feel better at 
night if I knew the boat next to me wasn't going to slip 
anchor and hit me if the wind shifted. With the sailboat 
charter services we do get a lot of inexperienced boaters. I 
understand that the lakeshore is set up to be enjoyed but 
having it as a wilderness area necessitates that it includes 
the wilderness experience too. Thanks for your time 
reading my ramblings!  

36 There are some very disconcerting components to the 
"Preferred Management Plan" being proposed for the 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. As someone who 
loves sea kayaking for the opportunities for solitude and 
quiet of nature, I'm concerned about increasing public 
transportation to the islands.  
 
Under the proposed preferred management plan, the 
Islands themselves will suffer the most, and unfortunately, 
they do not have a voice. Relocating 
favorite campsites, increasing public transportation to the 
islands, setting up picnic areas, more toilets and installing 
new buildings and shelters could have DEVASTATING 
effects for those who truly love and care about this place.  
 
While I agree that there are some things that should be 
changed - I believe a compromise somewhere between 
Alternative 1 and Alternative 3 is a better choice. The 
improvements to the Light Stations are acceptable - 
maintenance and repairs of existing boat docks are 
acceptable.  
 
I am concerned about the proposed development of new 
group campsites on Sand, Basswood and Oak islands. 
The plan does not describe the size of the campgrounds 
nor the number of campgrounds to be established.  
 
I am also concerned about some of the development 
related to park operations. Is a BRAND new park 
operational facility actually necessary? Cannot existing 
structures be refurbished. I realize that ranger stations are 

10/15/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bowling Green, KY 
42104  
USA  
Kept Private  
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essential - but does Meyers Beach need a new one? When 
discussion the Bayfield visitor center expansion - does the 
plan simply mean utilizing more space inside the existing 
building, or actually expanding the size of the building?  
 
As someone who struggles with obtaining permits for my 
outdoor programs when we travel to other parts of the 
country, I've always appreciated the ease of permit 
acquisition at the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. 
Historically, these lands have been managed very well, 
despite the continual increase in annual visitation. I am 
very concerned that this may all change, especially "land 
management' if the Preferred Plan is put into action.  

37 I will admit I am new to the Apostle Islands true greatness. 
Originally I am from Illinois and have made my way up to 
school in Menomonie. When I was little my parents always 
spoke of a majestic and prestine place known as the 
apostle islands. Growing up and earning my eagle scout 
only made me want to get out to the islands more! 
 
This summer I had the privelage of staying on Sand, 
Basswood, and Oak Islands. It was my first time kayaking 
and I was afraid to say the least. But there is something 
about being on that water that made me want to go back 
and kayak it more and more. It was the peacefulness and 
the beauty that these islands have. 
 
In scouts I have seen this happen before. What I believe is 
that tourism will destroy the aura that such a great place 
gives off. I am asking you please reconsider this choice 
and keep apostles the way it is.  

10/15/2009 SAORE, 
Alresco, 
GreenSense, 
Stout 
Adventures  

Erickson, Charles G.  
1903 5th Street West 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
USA  
ericksonc@uwstout.ed
u  

38 This plan will begin the destructive process to a wonderful 
place. It is imperative that such pieces of legislation are not 
passed so that we can retain the innate beauty of the 
islands so that people such as myself, who truly 
appreciate, take joy in, find refuge in, and deeply connect 
with, such natural wilderness places, may continue to 
enjoy them in their wilderness state.  

10/15/2009 AORE  Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Holland, OH 43528  
USA  
Kept Private  

39 I am saddened to see the proposed changes to the 
Apostle Islands. As someone born and raised in a big city 
but now part of a small community, I am horrified to think 
that the proposed changes will make the Apostle Islands 
more accessible and open to tourists. Never in my life have 
I seen beauty that compares to all that is Lake Superior... 
and what a well kept secret! The very simplicity and 
peacefulness of a place like the Apostle's is what makes it 
an absolute gem. Let the big cities build and bring in the 
"big bucks"; save the wilderness and tranquility of the 
Apostle Islands for people who appreciate it.  

10/16/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Menomonie, WI 54751 
USA  
Kept Private  
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4 I am deeply concerned about the Management Plan 
suggesting that historical artifacts which currently are held 
at Little Sand Bay will be moved to Michigan. Bayfield 
history should stay in Bayfield. I sincerly hope that 
discussions will occur with Wisconsin State and Bayfield 
local historical organizations before any material is moved 
from Little Sand Bay.  
 
Thank you for considering my suggestion 

10/16/2009 Bayfield 
Heritage 
Association  

Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
Kept Private  

41 I believe the beauty of the Apostle Islands is the fact that 
they remain pristine and natural. If the introduction of 
having boats transport people to them and the introduction 
of more "commercialization" happens, then it will deter the 
people who make it a kayak/camping destination. I know 
many people do this as their main trip of the summer/fall. It 
changes the whole flavor of the Islands. I believe in the 
principal of "Leave No Trace". It is erased if this change 
goes through.  

10/17/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Hayward, WI 54843  
USA  
Kept Private  

42 Why do you want to take the easy way out and sell your 
soul to the devil? Lifelong beauty is MUCH, MUCH more 
important than short-term pacification of budget needs? 
Show some respect for the environment and what we were 
given. Why do we need to accommodate LARGE tourists 
groups? These are pristine islands...and home to 
thousands of species. Before you know it, we'll have 
concessions stands selling beer and T-shirts on Sand 
Island...that is beyond DISGUSTING!! Please find another 
way to meet the budget...DO NOT sell your soul to the 
devil!  

10/18/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bloomer, WI 54724  
USA  
Kept Private  

43 I have read portions of the General Management Plan for 
the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore and am quite 
concerned about the section proposing the transfer of 
archives and artifacts relating to the Bayfield area to an 
inaccessible site far from their historic locale.  
 
I have also spoken with a number of Bayfield citizens, 
some in their 90's, whose families donated cherished 
family photographs and other artifacts, which were an 
important part of the area's history, to the National Park 
Service before the Bayfield Heritage Association's Heritage 
Center Museum and Research facility was constructed. 
They felt assured that with the establishment the Apostle 
Islands National Headquarters in Bayfield, Wisconsin their 
donations would always be available locally for review and 
research by local citizens and organizations. These 
individuals now feel betrayed by the NPS because it is 
most likely that if the items are removed from the area to 
the upper peninsula of Michigan local residents will never 
have access to them and the NPS will not utilize them for 
educational and research purposes as local entities and 
individuals would. They feel a portion of local history will be 
lost forever.  
 

10/18/2009 Bayfield 
Heritage 
Association. 
Inc.  

Robnik, Spencer .  
37431 Apostle Bay 
Road  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
srobnik@centurytel.ne
t  
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My concerns echo theirs and as a member of the Bayfield 
Heritage Association who is working to expand and 
enhance the local research capabilities the loss of archives 
and artifacts to a distant storage site seems illogical and 
contrary to all accepted historic preservation principles. 

 
My appeal is to effect revision the General Management 
Plan which will allow established local historical entities to 
acquire and accession archives and artifacts donated to 
the NPS by Bayfield area individuals and organizations so 
that they will remain and be preserved locally for 
educational and research purposes. It would seem that if 
the NPS has no use for the items other than to put them in 
storage in a remote holding facility that transfer of the 
items to local established historical entities where they 
would be preserved and utilized would be a logical 
alternative. 
 
Everyone I have spoken to in Bayfield has agreed that 
local historical archives and artifacts should remain in their 
locale of origin. It is our history, we have the organizations, 
facilities and people to preserve it, please let it remain in 
our area. 

44 Thank you for opportunity to comment on the draft 
"General Management Plan / Wilderness Management 
Plan / Environmental Impact Statement" for the Apostle 
Islands National Lakeshore", dated August 18, 2009.  
 
Since 1975 I have worked and recreationed throughout the 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore (AINL), and have 
visited or camped on 19 of the 21 islands in the park. I 
regard AINL as a unique and stunning gem of America's 
National Park System, and overall I have been very 
supportive and positive with the general approach taken by 
the National Park Service (NPS) for managing this 
fabulous resource. 
 
However, I wish to express my strong opposition with the 
NPS proposal to relocate 15 to 16 existing campsites on 
Stockton Island from the Presque Isle Bay tombolo to new 
locations on the adjacent Presque Isle peninsula. The EIS 
proposal states the purpose of the relocation is "to address 
resource concerns (e.g., bank erosion and potential for 
bear-visitor conflicts)." I directly challenge the basis for 
these "resources concerns." I recommend that the 
campsites are not relocated, but that NPS/AINL enhance 
current education efforts on user-practices that will 
eliminate human-caused erosion factors and continue 
decreasing the risk of adverse bear-human interactions. 
Should the NPS/AINL decide to relocate these campsites, 
it is my opinion that there will be a substantial decrease in 
the number of visits to and camping at Stockton Island. I 
know that Stockton Island camping visits will drastically 
decrease from my family, friends, and me. 
 
1. Even if tombolo campsites are relocated to Presque Isle 

10/18/2009    Nehls-Lowe, Henry L. 
1888 Briarwood Lane
Oregon, WI 53575  
Madison, WI 53575  
USA  
henry.nehlslowe@gm
ail.com  
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peninsula, bank and shoreline erosion along the Stockton 
Island tombolo will likely continue at the current rate.  

 
It is clear that camper disturbances at the tombolo sites 
play a factor in vegetation loss and barren soils, but after 
many visits over the years it is equally obvious that these 
human factors in bank erosion are dwarfed when 
compared with the overwhelming natural erosional wind 
and water forces generated by Lake Superior. NPS/AINL 
staff have already installed mitigation measures (sand 
ladders and wooden fencing) at the Stockton Island 
campsites and these are already decreasing human-
caused erosion, but it is clear that personnel and resources 
are limited to add new and maintain existing structures and 
that unknowing visitors can easily bypass these physical 
obstructions.  
 
Despite the small impact that human factors play in the 
erosion of the tombolo, these factor can be further 
decreased or eliminated by educating visitors and campers 
about the sensitivity of the tombolo and that these 
stewardship practices can protect this area, even when 
camping. A good example effective education is that the 
current food storage and waste disposal practices used at 
the Stockton Island campsites have tremendously 
decreased bear-human conflicts and encounters, and such 
an approach could also similarly decrease human-
attributed erosion factors. Those who camp on Stockton 
Island already must take extra efforts to travel there, they 
typically have a high degree of wilderness appreciation, 
they visit Stockton Island because they understand the 
uniqueness and sensitivity of the island's natural features, 
and tend to be very motivated with following extra 
measures and practices required to protect this invaluable 
resource. Therefore, rather than relocating the campsites, I 
recommend that NPS/AINL focus efforts on educating 
visitors and campers to better understand the ecology and 
sensitivity of the tombolo, increase their knowledge of 
conditions and places where people should not walk or 
trample or disturb, and empower people to take a stronger 
ownership for protecting these areas. Through these 
educational actions alone I believe that the camper-caused 
erosion factors on the tombolo would halt or decrease to a 
negligible level. Campers could also be enlisted to 
undertake small projects during their stay that further 
enhances mitigation and protective measures. This 
stewardship will also carried away to protect sensitive 
areas throughout Stockton Island and AINL.  
 
2. Relocating tombolo campsites to the Presque Isle 
peninsula will probably not decrease the potential risk or 
actual number of bear-human conflicts and encounters on 
Stockton Island. 
 
Even though Stockton Island has the highest black bear 
density in North America, AINL/NPS staff inform me that 
bear-human encounters on Stockton Island are uncommon 
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and bear-human conflicts are rare and less frequent than 
other islands, such as Hermit, Oak, & Manitou, which have 
had recent conflicts. Many visitors to Stockton Island hope 
to see a bear in its natural setting, but this requires 
frequent and persistent visits to areas well beyond the 
campsites and to other areas of Stockton Island such that 
campers often depart Stockton Island disappointed with 
not seeing a bear. Based on my observations and 
discussions with other visitors and AINL/NPS staff, bears 
do not visit or seek food in campsites because of the 
vigilant adherence to NPS-outreach on food storage and 
handling, and waste disposal practices. Without the 
attraction to food at campsites, bears tend to stay away 
from humans and spend their time seeking food from 
natural sources. I acknowledge that the tombolo area 
appears to have higher amount of natural food sources for 
bears than the proposed campsites on Presque Island 
peninsula, but food sources are present across the island. 
If NPS/AINL wants to decrease the risk of potential bear-
human conflicts, then efforts must continue being placed 
on educating visitors. Relocating the campsite will not 
change this to a notable degree. 
 
3. The tombolo campsites on Stockton Island are the most 
popular in AINL, however should NPS relocate these to the 
Presque Island peninsula it is likely there will be a 
substantial decrease in the number of camping visits at 
Stockton Island. 
 
The draft plan acknowledges that among all islands 
"Stockton Island receives the highest amount of camping 
use (>4,500 campers/year)". The reason for the high use 
of the Presque Isle Bay campsites is clearly observed in 
plan: "This campground is popular for many repeat visitors, 
and the location of the campsites along the shoreline is 
considered highly desirable due to the great lake views 
and privacy between sites." In addition to fabulous views 
and privacy, each campsite has also easy access to water 
and beaches, and regular breezes across the tombolo 
keeps down the population of bothersome or biting insects. 
I regard Stockton Island's tombolo campsites as the most 
beautiful and desirable of any contiguous campsites 
managed in the United States by NPS. 
 
The plan also acknowledges that the relocating these 
campsites "may limit the number of sites with lake views 
and may reduce the screening and privacy between sites." 
Discussions with NPS/AINL staff indicated these proposed 
campsites will likely be placed away from the lakeshore 
and in a wooded loop or circle. My experiences with other 
contiguous campsites at AINL are not positive and I avoid 
these. The worst contiguous campsites at AINL are those 
on the central portion of Basswood Island. These are a far 
uphill walk from the beach/dock area, are heavily wooded 
and have much less air movement than the shoreline and 
are very buggy, have bumpy and uncomfortable tent pads, 
and despite being within 100 yards from the shoreline 
none have a lake view. The draft plan also acknowledges 
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this overall issue, "This proposal will likely detract from the 
visitor experience, especially for those repeat visitors that 
enjoy staying at a particular site in the existing [tombolo] 
campground. Although this is an important resource 
protection strategy, the relocation of the [tombolo] 
campsite will likely have a long-term, moderate, adverse 
impact to the visitor experience." I concur with these 
observations and, should the tombolo campsites be 
relocated and there is such an expected "long-term, 
adverse impact", I also anticipate that my family, friends 
and I will have our experience "detracted" to such a degree 
that we will no longer camp on Stockton Island. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 
plan. 
 
Henry Nehls-Lowe  

45 October 18, 2009  
 
Dear Mr. Jarvis: 
 
I am writing to comment on the draft general management 
plan for the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. I am a 
resident of Washburn, WI. I spent every summer of my 
childhood on Sand Island, where my family has had 
property since the 1890ýs, including the historically 
significant Campbell cottage now under a life estate with 
family members. I serve on the Washburn City Council and 
I chair its Historic Preservation Committee. I am, however, 
submitting this letter because of my personal interest. 
 
The Lakeshore is vitally important to this region. It is not 
only a treasured ecological, recreational and historic 
resource, it is also a source of employment and economic 
return for the local area. I support the National Park 
Service in its effort to protect the Lakeshore. 
 
I am pleased to see that the draft plan places an emphasis 
on historic preservation. Congress established the 
Lakeshore to protect its history, as well as its wilderness 
and recreational values. Many of the historic properties in 
the Lakeshore are in decline, despite the concerted efforts 
of the Lakeshore staff to protect them. I urge the final plan 
to make a commitment to protecting all of the remaining 
historic properties. 
 
I am also please to see that the plan makes general 
reference to the need for relying on partnerships. As I 
know from personal experience, this area is the source of 
extraordinary community support in many areas. The Park 
Service should take advantage of this culture to help 
maintain the historic properties. In particular, I recommend 
that the Service take advantage of the assistance of the 
Apostle Islands Historic Preservation Conservancy for this 
purpose. As I know first hand from my life on Sand Island 
and my experience with other historic properties, 

10/18/2009    Jensch, Kristine M.  
502 E. 4th Street  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
kjensch@centurytel.n
et  
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maintaining those buildings is a difficult and expensive 
task. The Park Service cannot do this alone.  

 
Finally, I request that the final plan define a continuing role 
for the historic use families who have maintained their 
properties for generations. These families are part of the 
history of the Lakeshore that is to be preserved. The Park 
Service has an unique opportunity to preserve not only the 
buildings themselves but also thread personal, social, and 
community continuity and history that is one of the 
distinguishing features of the Apostle Islands. I can think of 
no better example than that of the Dahl family which, 
despite having lost its property years ago, still remains 
active and committed to the history of the Islands. The 
Service should reach and embrace the assistance of these 
families.  
 
Thank you for considering these comments. 
 
Kristine M. Jensch 
502 E. 4th Street 
Washburn, WI 54891 

46 To quote Aldo Leopold, "Conservation is a state of 
harmony between men and land." How can we leave no 
trace when we begin to abandon the principles that both 
will preserve and ensure the integrity of our country's wild 
green spaces? If the national park service truly believes in 
the notions of accessibility then the idea of relocating 
group site# A on Oak Island near the dock would douse 
that objective. The proposal has the group site #A moving 
to the dock near group site # B, which is located near two 
individual camping sites. The landing conditions at the 
dock is rocky to say the least and would not be ideally 
suited for newer paddlers and other travelers to land at this 
location on Oak Island. 
 
If governmental representatives are going to whim and hah 
that the current location of Oak Island group site #A could 
be better utilized as a beneficial imperative historical 
marker. I would like to articulate the point that the area 
around dock near Oak group site #B would need to be 
drastically enlarged to accommodate the amount of 
people, who would be visiting that part of the island. For 
example each group site can accommodate up to 20 
paddlers on each site and the individual sites are set up to 
provide spacing for up to 7 people at their respective camp 
sites. That would be a total of 54 boats, people plus gear in 
a small area around the dock on Oak Island excluding 
possible daily visitors via power boats, sailboats and future 
tourist ferries as well. In order to provide spacing for such 
large numbers, the area near the dock would have to be 
largely increased to accommodate the possible number of 
potential visitors to the area. Doing this would inevitably 
encroach on established animal habitats. To initiate 
convincing points from the Leave No Trace Organization,  
1. Leave what you find 

10/18/2009 SKOAC  Ehlers, Courtney M.  
184 71st way ne  
Minneapolis, MN 
55432  
USA  
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2. Respect the wildlife 
3. Be considerate of other visitors 
 
It is clearly evident that these objectives are being thrown 
to the trail side in order to accommodate an idea that 
would not enable boaters of all various abilities to enjoy a 
wilderness area that is loved by so many people. When I 
was attended the hearing of the public reviewing of the 
new wilderness management proposals for the Apostle 
Islands, which was held at a local REI (Recreational 
Equipment Inc. ) store in Minneapolis this past July. I 
asked the National Park representative if they choose to 
pursue the idea of moving Oak Island group site #A, would 
they replace it with an individual site. The gentleman could 
not provide me with a sensible and eligible reason why an 
individual site could not go there. He went on to whim and 
hah about the objectives of preservation and the idea of 
building a replica of an historical cabin that was in the 
same location as Oak Island group site # A years ago. I 
understand the principles of Leave No Trace, conservation 
and preservation. I am not an idiot. I have a graduate 
degree in environmental studies in policy and education 
from Bemidji State University and have been an 
passionate outdoor enthusiast for years. Additionally, I 
work in the business field of sustainability and promote 
programs that help companies to become green. If fiscal 
budgets are tight and there is a possible notion that some 
state or national parks may be closed due to a lack of 
funding resources. Then doesn't make more sense to 
preserve what we have and improve upon it to a certain 
degree. And then transfer the excess allotted money to 
help protect other wilderness areas that are managed by 
both state and federal agencies.  
 
The national parks and the protected wilderness areas are 
one of the greatest treasures of this country. To bring back 
a reproduction of a historical building is not protecting the 
wilderness. The actual replica cabin would be that of a 
Native American man, who had lived on Oak Island many 
years ago. I think a greater adulation would be to honor 
their wonderful culture and customs through preserving the 
area and allowing people of various backgrounds to enjoy 
the love of the wilderness. I think this renowned Native 
American quote summarizes it well, "Treat the earth well: it 
was not given to you by your parents, it was loaned to you 
by your children. We do not inherit the Earth from our 
Ancestors; we borrow it from our Children."  

47 I am greatly disturbed by AINL's plan to remove artifacts 
from the Bayfield area. These items were donated to 
ensure their preservation and availability for the Bayfield 
region populace. Financial concerns may be valid, but if 
the NPS is unable to appropriately protect and preserve 
our heritage, please consider a partnership with the 
Bayfield Heritage Association to keep these artifacts 
available to the public.  

10/18/2009 Bayfield 
Heritage 
Assoc.  

Heaton, Nancy .  
27 S 8th St  
Bayfield, WI 54814-
4792  
USA  
nehm22@charter.net  
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49 I first visited the Apostles in the year that the park was 
founded, 1970. I was a sophomore in high school and we 
took the ferry to Madeline Island, slept in the back of my 
dad's Econoline van, and were the classic state park car 
campers. I've also motor trolled in power boats over the 
years for trout and salmon, done some smelting, and also 
studied in the park as a UWEC student on a glacial 
geology field trip in 1975. In the last 10 years I've done my 
most intensive and regular visiting in a sea kayak. My 
fellow paddlers ( I belong to a local kayak club) and I 
average about six trips annually, more in a 'good' year. I 
also frequently write about the park in a blog called The 
Lake is the Boss. I've had a wide range of perspectives on 
the area over years, and hope my comments are useful. 
Since camping is a prime consideration for us kayakers I'll 
mainly focus on that. The main reason we go to the park is 
Lake Superior. Being on or near the lake is important for a 
number of reasons. Kayakers tend to carry more and 
heavier gear because we can. Hauling that gear up to a 
campsite that's a fair way off the water is more difficult and 
can be problematic in other ways as well. The Rocky 
Island sites between the dock and the spit come to mind. 
Being in the woods not only makes sitting on the beach a 
bit more difficult but not having the breeze off the lake 
offers perfect flying conditions for winged vermin like 
mosquitoes and black flies, the main deterrent (other than 
wind and waves) to island camping in the month of June. 
The landings are also rocky, which makes sense on an 
island named 'Rocky', but it can be tough on gel coat and 
fiberglass and Kevlar boats. The best sites and the ones 
that get reserved immediately are the sand spit sites on the 
south ends of many islands, including Rocky, Oak, Cat, 
Outer, Ironwood, and Otter. Moving sites away from the 
spits, like was recently done on Cat Island, is an unpopular 
move with virtually 100% of the kayakers I've spoken with. 
The plan to move the group site on Oak away from the spit 
and up to the crowded dock area is universally opposed by 
kayakers. Although the power boaters and sailors are 
invariably friendly, they also have not paddled all day and 
tend to party a bit longer and louder than the average 
kayak group which is typically in the tent before 10pm. The 
reasons of erosion, difficulty of pumping vault toilets, and 
even the Wilderness Act are not persuasive. A change in 
wind direction can cause the lake to erode eight feet of 
sand beach overnight. I've seen careless power boaters 
have their boat filled with sand on York Island after a wind 
and wave shift, and awoken to find the edge of the beach 
directly underneath my kayak cockpit rather than four feet 
behind my stern, where it was when I went to bed. Beach 
grass and beach peas are coming back (many planted by 
the NPS and volunteers) and the vegetation combined with 
the sand ladders used on a number of sites appears to 
have the erosion in check as best as it can be. I can't 
speak to the toilet pumping but since it's done with a boat, 
I'd have to imagine that closer to the water would be better. 
Wilderness Act considerations were also cited a reason 
that the group camp on Oak needed to be moved to the 

    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
St Anthony, MN 55421 
USA  
Kept Private  
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dock but wouldn't that site be grandfathered in as an 
existing camp? And why wasn't it excluded from the 
designated wilderness like the dock area on Oak unless 
the plan was to move it eventually anyway? That area is 
probably the least wilderness-like are of the park with 
rusting implements, home sites, and even an old stove a 
ways back in the woods. At the very least, the group site 
could be turned into two individual sites which would then 
triple the access to the area for the public over what it 
would be if the site were moved. The phrase, "and the 
wilderness campsite would be restored", pg 124, leads me 
to believe the removal of the group camp would mean 
removal of the outhouse, picnic table, and fire rings. This 
spot would then become exactly like the northeast beach 
on Bear Island. Everyone camps there but there are no 
amenities and no effort at maintenance of any sort by the 
NPS. 
 
The camp at Presque Isle on Stockton is another issue. I 
don't know of a lot of kayakers who camp there due to the 
proximity to the dock and tour boat landing there, but the 
people that do use it enjoy it because of the amenities 
mentioned above. Close to the main attraction, Lake 
Superior, and your own little slice of beach for one night is 
the reason this is the favorite campsite in the park for a 
number of people, especially those that don't own boats or 
kayaks and reach the camp via the shuttle boat. The new 
campsite that's proposed is inland in an area of cedar 
trees, if remember right, It will be a significant step down 
for the folks who use this lone 'public access' option to the 
only one of the outer ring of islands accessible by that 
means.  
 
I also feel that a few more campsites in logical spots would 
be a good idea and would increase capacity without any 
increase in the 'perception of crowding' talked about in the 
studies that have been done. The above mentioned 
northeast beach on Bear Island is a prime example. Even 
though its 'wilderness' that's exactly where the vast 
majority of folks with a Bear Island wilderness permit 
camp, since its also the site of an old camp. Add sites in 
the logical spots where people camp anyway. A bear box, 
fire ring, vault or composting toilet, and a picnic table in a 
few select spots would not seem to be that big of an issue, 
especially with talk of millions for a new visitor center in 
Bayfield. Bear Island would be another prime spit for a 
campsite once the lease expires for the existing tenants. 
 
I must admit I do like the idea of an on the water visitor 
center somewhere in Bayfield. The old courthouse is 
classic and needs to be maintained but it is most certainly 
off the beaten track, especially for the casual tourist/visitor. 
Best of luck with that but I would strongly suggest that the 
routine maintenance and general upkeep be well covered 
before any big dollars are allocated for a major project. 
Having to have the Friends group buy toilet paper ain't 
gonna fly with a major capital expenditure on the waterfront 
underway.  
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Regarding other aspects of the preferred alternative, I like 
the idea of more access to the inner island by folks with no 
boats, Maintaining the light stations is key since they are a 
major attraction as well as the best collection of light 
stations on North America in many peoples estimation.  
 
Development at Meyers Beach rather than Little Sand Bay 
is puzzling. There are docks and launch facilitates, the fish 
camp, and it's a major jumping off point for the western 
islands and, in fact, the entire park. Meyers Beach on the 
other hand, is merely a place to park and hike the trails to 
the sea cave overlook and launch for day trips to the sea 
caves. It has a dead end road, an outhouse, and a picnic 
shelter, if I recall, and that's about it. At Little Sand Bay 
there is existing infrastructure and a fairly central point for 
hitting Sand, York, Raspberry, and indeed all the islands 
on a multi day trip. Any kayakers that checked in and 
picked up permits at Meyers Beach would need to get back 
in their cars and drive up to LSB to start a multi day trip. It 
would seem simpler, more convenient, and much more 
efficient to work with the Little Sand Bay site. A small 
building at Meyers with a ranger or volunteer to point out 
the dangers inherent in visiting the sea caves would seem 
to be all that's needed there. 
 
The Apostle Islands National Lakeshore is a wonderful 
spot, one that makes me proud as a native Wisconsinite. I 
don't always agree with all the decisions made but I love 
the park and will continue to visit as long as I'm able. I 
hope this feedback has been useful. 

50 
concerning the Plan for the south shore of lake superior 
and the 'Apostle Islands': i really think that your plan will 
ruin the best of what their is to offer. we need places that 
are only accessible to those who are willing to go silently 
iwthout leaving a trace. this is one of those places. Others 
will have to enjoy them from afar, or get in shape. We need 
to encourage that physical invlovement in today's society 
of obesity. 
 
if budgets are an issue, then increase the camping/visiting 
fees to kayackers or whomever. Madeline Island can 
suffice as the easy access for those who require it. it is 
large enough to support the numbers. Recent 
improvements to the lighthouse and the erosion prevention 
are great, the present users can pay for them. some things 
need to be kept as Wilderness!! I think the new plan would 
violate the original intent. We need to maintain the natural 
beauty of this pristine jewel.  

10/20/2009    dahlke, dale .  
E1880 790th ave  
knapp, WI 54749  
USA  
dahlked@uwstout.edu 

52 I'm writing because I'm concerned about the Apostle 
Islands National Park "Preferred Management Plan". My 
opposition to the plan is because I'm of the school of 
thought that parks and designated Wilderness Areas need 
to be kept wild. Although the plan keeps 80% at is current 
state 1/5 is being "improved". I'm worried that if our 
National Parks can't keep places wild than who can? We 
have enough areas in the country that have lots of 

10/20/2009 NC State 
Campus 
Recreation 
Outdoor 
Adventures  

Schneider, Scott R.  
835 Ivy Meadow Ln 
Apt 1C  
Durham, NC 27707  
USA  
scottyschneid4@hotm
ail.com  
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accomodations. We don't have many wilderness areas that 
are truly wild. This is even more applicable to Wisconsin 
and Michigan. I'm sure you thought about this arguement 
already, but I encourage you to reassess it. The parks that 
our country holds above all others are the ones that made 
tough decisions in there time. This is an opportunity for the 
Apostle Islands to be one of the parks that our children 
love and cherrish because it is one of the only WILD 
places left in the midwest. 
 
Sincerly, 
Scott Schneider 
262.719.2959  

53 I have concerns with two aspects. 
1. The current Visitor Center is a focal point building for the 
community. Years ago the residents raised money for this 
to be restored so it could house the V.C. This was all done 
in good faith, to keep it a place for the visitors. I do not 
wish to see it become only an administrative building. 
During the summer, almost daily I have visitors come into 
the Library asking where the Park V.C. is. I simply need to 
tell them to go up Washington and see the Old County 
Courthouse. So many appreciate the architecture of the 
past in this town. 

 
2. The historic Bayfield papers that are stored in the Park's 
archives were donated there so that they would be 
protected for Bayfield. It is ludicrious to think they would go 
to MI. These papers were given there in good faith since 
that is what seemed to be best for the community. Please 
release these to the Bayield Historial Association for best 
keeping. 

 
As a former Park employee and resident of Bayfield, I am 
very aware of the love/hate relationship that can exist 
between these two entities. I feel the Park needs to act as 
a PART of this community and make decisions that serve 
the common good right here.  

10/20/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
Kept Private  

55 I am against moving the group campsite on Oak. If it can't 
be a group site, please change it to an individual site. To 
keep it, change the wilderness zone to not include this 
area. It is above the sand spit, not on the sand spit as your 
literature refers to it. 
 
Also, I am against adding a boat shuttle. This can be 
accomplished through private companies and not the park 
service. There are already shuttles going to the islands and 
it would be an ongoing expense to maintain boats. 
 
Also, I am against having a kiosk in Bayfield. The current 
location is fine. It is convenient and cheaper than building 
something new. 
 
I am against moving the sites on Stockton. Put up some 

10/20/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Davenport, IA 52804  
USA  
Kept Private  
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signs to warn against erosion and invest in a longer hose 
for the outhouses. 
 
Have a fee box for boats for day use of docks at all the 
sites on all the islands.  
 
Enforce the fees more. 
 
Thanks!  

56 These comments are regarding the intention under the 
preferred alternative to relocate the Presque Isle 
campground on Stockton Island to a more inland location- 
likely on Anderson Point. 
 
I have been an annual visitor to the park since 1975, 
missing only one year during that entire time. My visits last 
from 7 to 16 days, usually arriving on board my personal 
sailboat. My family and/ or friends have camped in the 
Presque Isle campground on a number of occasions. My 
extended family has enjoyed the trail system and the 
beautiful bays on Stockton each year. I can say without 
reservation that the Presque Isle campground is so unique 
and special that any final decision on the part of the Park 
Service to relocate it must be subjected to in-depth 
scientific study over a number of years.  
 
Comments regarding relocation of the campground at 
Presque Isle 
 
Banks along the shoreline: 
My proposal is to modify the Management Plan to permit 
Park managers to decide to move the campground only if a 
multi-year study indicates that there is no other option. 
Such a study should be conducted over an extended 
period of time such as 10 years or more. 
 
My own casual observation of the sand banks along the 
shore of Presque Isle Bay in 2009 is that these banks have 
benefitted greatly from the ongoing management practices 
that were recently instituted in an effort to reduce erosion. 
The banks this past August (2009) were mostly covered 
with vegetation. In past years, I have observed little or no 
vegetation on these banks. It appears that campers are 
using the new cable and log stairs and are respecting the 
rustic fencing that limits access to the banks. I believe that 
these and possibly other best management practices, if 
employed on a universal basis, will control human impacts 
to the banks. If bank erosion caused by humans can be 
controlled, then the campsites should not be moved.  
 
If the campsites are in fact removed from the shore, there 
will still be a need for the employment of best management 
practices along this shoreline because hikers, boaters and 
campers will continue to swim and use the beach. 
Consequently, I question whether moving the campground 
will even have the benefits expected under the draft 

10/20/2009    Sharrow, James D.  
2105 Woodhaven 
Lane  
Duluth, MN 55803  
USA  
jdsharrow@msn.com  
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Management Plan.  
 
Bears: 
I know how difficult situations can develop when bears lose 
their timidity. My boat happened to be tied up at the 
Stockton Park Service Dock the night "MacArthur" climbed 
aboard several boats. I was enjoying a ranger program 
another year when "Skar" entered the fire area and had to 
be chased off into the woods. We don't know where these 
bears learned to not fear humans. The Park has instituted 
a strong bear educational program. It appears that 
aggressive educational outreach regarding bears has paid 
off with good results for this campground. I question 
whether relocation of the campground for the purpose of 
reducing the risk of exposure to bears will have any 
benefits.  
 
Cultural resources: 
If the erosion can be controlled, then concerns regarding 
the native cultural resources buried in the sand should 
prove to be unnecessary. 
 
 
Idea for improved pumping of outhouses at Presque Isle: 
 
During the public meeting at Barkers Island in Superior last 
September, the difficulty with pumping the campground 
outhouses was mentioned. I believe that a hose could be 
permanently buried along the trail that could run to the park 
service dock, enabling a barge to tie up at the dock and 
receive the sewage materials rather than anchoring in the 
bay. The pipe could be installed with directional boring 
equipment that would have only minimal disturbance of the 
soils, and could be fitted with a system called a "pig" for 
clean out at the end of each pumping operation. The 
pumps would be portable and would be wheeled in along 
the trail when used. Such a system could simplify the 
process of pumping the outhouses each year and would 
be more controllable under varying weather conditions. 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft 
Management Plan. 
 
James D. Sharrow 
2105 Woodhaven Lane 
Duluth, MN 55803 

57 I prefer Alternative One. No changes. I am a sea kayaker 
and make frequent trips to the islands from April through 
October. 
 
Please do not move or change the group campsite on Oak 
sand spit. Please change it to an individual site if you can't 
allow a group site there.  
 
Please keep all sites on Oak and Stockton the same.  
 
Please do not add a boat shuttle. This is just more 

10/21/2009 Superior 
Kayak and 
Outdoor 
Adventure 
Club 
(SKOAC)  

Quinn, Jane .  
PO Box 24538 Edina 
MN 55424  
Minneapolis, MN 
55424  
USA  
janeq@skoac.org  
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expense and there are already private shuttles that go out 
there. There probably isn't a need if they aren't running 
boats out there already. 
 
Please keep the current Park Service location and don't 
add any additional places to maintain. 
 
The only addition I feel is necessary is a fee box for day 
use at docks. 

58 I appose the movement of the Museum collection to 
Keweenaw as proposed on page 35.  

10/21/2009    Gover, Bill .  
85685 Eight Point 
Lane  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
pgover@centurytel.net 

59 As an ACA instructor and active member of the Twin Cities 
paddling community I am very disappointed to see that the 
preferred management plan would eliminate the Oak A 
group site. While I see a lot of good with other aspects of 
the plan, I believe that Kayakers as a group have been 
forgotten. While kayaking in the park has seen significant 
growth, the proposed plan reduces the accessibility of the 
sport to new people, contradicting the "concept" of the 
Plan.  
 
The Oak A group site is one of the best group sites within 
the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore, It is also one of 
the most accessible for people new to the sport of 
Kayaking. I know this site has helped to spark the interest 
and desire to return to the islands in many new paddlers. 
Moving the site to a location near the Oak B site would 
significantly detract from the experience. The launching 
and landing area is much smaller. Carrying heavy loaded 
kayaks over the rocky beach by the dock is difficult and 
has a higher potential for ankle and other injuries. The 
proposed additional use of the group site would also 
reduce it's availability to kayakers.  
 
The current campsite at the dock does not have a view of 
the lake, which is one of the main desires of most park 
patrons when choosing a camp site. This is likely to be the 
same with the new site. Many kayakers dislike campsites 
near the docks. I think that this is because Kayakers 
expend a reasonable amount of energy to get to their 
destination. Finishing a days paddle at a camp site by a 
dock is like hiking for a day and spending the night 
surrounded by RVs., Pets and Generators.  
 
Our local kayaking club promotes the safe usage of the 
park by Kayakers. We take people to the Apostle Islands 
on a regular basis. One of the best ways to promote 
kayaking safely is to travel in a group with a number of 
experienced people. While these groups are often small, 
they exceed requirements of the individual sites. The limits 
for an individual site for kayakers are normally the number 

10/21/2009 ACA,SKOAC  Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Fridley, MN 55432  
USA  
Kept Private  
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of tents rather than the number of people. Kayakers tend to 
have small tents, but usually one per person or couple. We 
need to maintain a good ratio of experience to 
inexperienced people with at least two experienced people 
in a group. If you keep to less than three tents you may 
only have one or two new people who can experience the 
park at a site using the individual sites.  
 
Personally I do not think that the size of a group dictates if 
an area is in the wilderness, but rather it is determined the 
accessibility. However if group size is the limiting factor, 
would it be possible to allow this to be an individual site 
with unlimited tents?  
 
The only other concern I have heard was the group site at 
sand spit has historical value. To me the best way to 
promote the historical value of the site would be to have a 
plaque with the story so that visitors to the campsite can 
read and imagine being there in the past. The clearing is 
relatively small, it has been that way for at least a hundred 
years and this in itself is partly the historic value of the 
area. 
 
The site is an established campsite and in an area that is 
unlikely to be effected by its continued use. It would be a 
shame to take it away from a growing community of users. 
It would be even more disapointing to spend a large 
amount of money to replace this site with something 
worse. 

60 Dear Superintendent Krumenaker, Mr. Nepstad and other 
NPS general management board members, 
 
First, I would like to thank you for your time this fall 
traveling around the area listening to peoples comments 
about the drafted general management plan for the 
Apostle Islands. My partner and I attended the public 
meeting at the Bloomington REI store in September. I 
found the NPS staff to be informed about the plan, willing 
to talk to us one-on-one, and willing to listen to our 
concerns. I realize that much time and effort has gone into 
making this plan, not only trying to please patrons of the 
park but also thinking about the environment effects that 
people have on the park area while recreating. 
 
My partner and I have been vacationing on Stockton Island 
for our anniversary for the last 6 years. This last summer 
we celebrated our relationship with a ceremony. 
Determined not change the dates of our annual Stockton 
Island trip we planned our wedding around it.  
 
Stockton Island is our deserted island fantasy. Being on 
the island is a calming, peaceful, and regenerating 
vacation. I really cannot think of a more rejuvenating, 
peaceful and healthy way to spend my time. I love getting 
out of my tent virtually on the beach and willing myself to 
enjoy the brisk water. I love wearing pretty much just my 

10/21/2009    Waldoch, Carol Y.  
3221 Columbus Ave  
Minneapolis, MN 
55407  
USA  
coldwater22@hotmail.
com  
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swimming suit the whole week. I love adding fresh blue 
berries to our pancakes. I love lying in a hammock while 
watching the wind change over the water. For these 
reasons we do not want the NPS to move the camping 
area to Presque Isle. This would drastically change our 
Apostle Island experience. 
 
I understand that moving the camp ground on Stockton 
Island from where it presently is to Presque Isle is because 
a number of things, namely the erosion problem and issue 
of pumping out the toilets that are strung out along a mile 
stretch. 
 
As far as the erosion problem, I liked how the park service 
chose to shut down and change some of the sites that 
have been most affected by erosion. By changing and 
shutting down some sites this action did not take much 
away from patrons. With this action and educating patrons 
on the erosion problem I think this will be effective. 
 
As far as the toilet pumping issue, I understand that 
stringing a hose out for many feet in the water increases 
the risk of pollution and that this is an expensive process. 
We all know that Lake Superior is not pristine, but the work 
toward environmental stewardship is best a collective 
effort. On any given summer weekend a camper on the 
island can count dozens of mostly motor boats that are 
moored just off shore. The carbon foot print that just one of 
these boats has on Lake Superior (not to mention the 
entire world) is not even comparable to a person who took 
the public ferry to get to Stockton, uses only non motorizes 
equipment to explore the area and only brings what they 
can carry.  
 
As far as the expensive created by pumping out these 
toilets; boaters may argue that when they are moored they 
do not use the island toilets. But this is just wrong. I have 
personally seen time after time moored boat patrons jump 
in their dingy and come to the island for a number of 
activities, one being person hygiene issues. In fact last 
year I watched a motor boat patron jump off her boat and 
swim toward shore so that she could have ground to stand 
on while washing her hair in the lake. If the issue is 
expense why doesn't the NPS charge boats for mooring in 
the bays of Stockton Island?  
 
It costs my partner and I about $130 for the 2 of us and a 
canoe on the ferry. It costs $70 for the camping permit 
(which we are more than willing to pay). It costs around 
$100 for all of our food for the week. I would say that my 
camping equipment could be valued at around $1,000. 
Taking into account depreciation of equipment, it costs to 
two of us about $320 to spend a week on Stockton Island. 
Another reason we like Stockton Island is because it is an 
affordable weeks' vacation. By doing just a quick internet 
search I learned that the motor boats and/or sail boats 
equipped with the type of motor that is needed for Lake 
Superior cost hundreds of thousands if not a million 
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dollars. I would argue that if one can afford a boat that 
costs $485,000 one can afford to pay a $10 a night 
mooring fee in order to pay for the toilets to be pumped 
twice a year. If expence is an issue, we would be more 
than willing to pay an extra fee for this pumping service, 
but I would like this extra fee to be shared by all users. 
 
I know that this argument seems to be off topic as to what 
the general management plan is stating. But, I sense that 
the lack money is at the heart of most controversies. It may 
be true that having a traditional circle camp site is easier to 
maintain, is more cost efficient, and in theory disrupts less 
area. However, Presque Isle has more mosquitoes and no 
blueberries. I would argue that Stockton Island not having 
this run-of-the-mill set up is what makes Stockton Island a 
unique gem that all of us look forward to exploring. 
 
We are just common people with a very modest income. 
We borrow the canoe that we take to Stockton Island each 
year. We feel that we are the common people that the 
National Park Service founders had in mind when creating 
our national parks. We have camped in many other places 
in North America, but Stockton Island is the only place that 
we come back to year after year. Please keep the camp 
sites as they are especially our beloved site 19. 
 
Sincerely,  
Carol Waldoch and Monica Travis 
3221 Columbus Ave Minneapolis, MN 55025 612-201-
7122 coldwater22@hotmail.com and 
monicatravis03@yahoo.com  

62 October 21, 2009 
 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore 
415 Washington Avenue 
Bayfield, WI 54814 
 
Re: Comment on Draft General Management Plan 
 
Dear National Park Service, 
 
Lake Superior holds a special place in heart. My husband 
and I married on the shore of Lake Superior at Lutsen, 
Minnesota in 2004 and we honey-mooned on Stockton 
Island in the Apostle Islands. We have returned to 
Stockton Island every summer since our wedding. For the 
past three summers we have camped for two full weeks 
with my teenage step-son. We have thoroughly enjoyed 
our camping experiences on Stockton Island. We love 
waking up to the sound of the waves hitting the beach. We 
love watching the duck families paddle by our campsite 
every afternoon. We love playing frisbee in the surf and 
watching the sunset from our campsite. Stockton Island is 
truly an island paradise in Lake Superior. 
 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 of the Apostle Islands National 

10/21/2009    Stohl Powell, Jennifer 
A.  
1234 Seminary 
Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55104  
St. Paul, MN 55104  
USA  
jstohl@visi.com  
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Lakeshore Draft General Management Plan ("the Plan"), 
all contemplate moving the Stockton Island campground 
from the beach to an interior site near the ranger station. 
The reasons articulated for such a move--to prevent 
erosion, avoid bear encounters, preserve archeological 
sites, and simplify waste management--do not hold water 
for me. 
 
As you are aware, not all of the campsites face the same 
erosion problem. Some sites are close to the water while 
others are up on a small cliff. Two of the campsites on the 
cliff have already been removed to create beach access 
points. At the same time, fences were installed this past 
year to prevent campers from using their cliff access to the 
beach. However, very little education of campers took 
place this past summer. I was not informed regarding the 
beach access points while obtaining my permit or when I 
got off the cruise boat at the dock.  
 
NPS has done an excellent job educating campers about 
the use of bear lockers for food storage. NPS should now 
provide similar education about erosion prevention and 
give these methods a chance to work before taking the 
drastic step of relocating the entire campground to a much 
less desirable location. In addition, NPS should further 
examine continuing the sand ladders in place at many of 
the campsites.  
 
There have been few bear incidents and sightings in recent 
years. Further, a bear census has not been conducted in 
over five years so NPS cannot know the current bear 
population on Stockton Island. The park ranger on 
Stockton Island this summer estimated that there are 
currently less than 20 bears on the Island. Less bears, less 
bear incidents, and less sightings do not justify moving the 
campground from its current location. 
 
NPS states that items of archeological significance are 
located in the Stockton Island campground. However, NPS 
has failed to provide any information to support this claim 
so that the public can have an opportunity to evaluate it. If 
there are indeed such artifacts, I would prefer to see NPS 
close two to three additional campsites where the items 
are located rather than relocating the entire campground to 
a less desirable location. As discussed above, NPS 
already closed two of the 19 campsites in 2009. 
 
Finally, NPS states that waste removal form the latrines is 
difficult. However, it is possible to continue removing it as it 
has been done from the boat with a very long hose. I, 
however, would be fine with the removal of the latrine near 
campsite 18 even though it means a longer walk to the 
nearest latrine. I would be willing to walk further--and 
assume other campers would as well--to preserve our 
incredible campground overlooking Lake Superior.  
 
Moving the campground to the interior would drastically 
reduce the enjoyment of camping on Stockton Island. The 
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campground, overlooking the lake, is truly a gem. The 
interior of Stockton Island, however, near the ranger 
station is not a desirable location. It will be filled with bugs 
(i.e. flies) since you do not get the same breeze coming off 
the lake to clear the bugs. It will also be noisy with 
campsites closer together and also closer to the boats 
running their generators at the docks. 
 
The proposed campsite move also unduly impacts the 
campers. The Plan does not contemplate any changes that 
would impact the sailors that drop anchor in the Presque 
Isle Bay (I've seen as many as 40 sailboats in the Bay on a 
summer weekend) or the boaters who moor at the dock. 
The sailors and boaters use the Island amenities (latrines, 
trash disposal, water, beach access) and they will continue 
to do so without change under this Plan.  
 
But the Plan contemplates moving the campground to a 
much less desirable location which will eliminate my two 
weeks of paradise on Stockton Island each summer. I urge 
you to find alternative means to preserve its beauty. 
Please do not move the Stockton Island campground.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jennifer Stohl Powell 
1234 Seminary Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55104 
 
cc: Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar 
Congressman Dave Obey 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Al Franken 

64 My comments are relative to the preferred alternative you 
have identified. 
 
For the most part I agree with the recommendations you 
have made. In particular I agree with your decision to 
rehabilitate at least 2 more light stations as I believe their 
historical significance is too great to lose. 
 
I do not agree with your plan to develop additional "public 
transportation" to the non-wilderness inner islands. The 
noise, fumes, and waves associated with power boats 
already overwhelming this area do not need to be 
increased. Without an increase in transportation to these 
islands the need for new visitor facilities would be 
lessened. I feel that development of facilities on the 
mainland for park visitors would be a better use of 
resources and would be more likely to get used. 
 
My opinion is that money that would be spent to build a 
new visitor center in a central Bayfield location could better 
be used to continue (or increase the pace of) rehabilitation 
of the light stations on the islands. By forgoing construction 
of a new visitor center it might be possible to restore all 

10/22/2009    Mettel, Carson .  
 
Middleton, WI 53562  
USA  
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three light stations being considered. While it would offer 
some benefits to users I believe a new visitor center can 
be delayed, while reconstruction of the light stations 
cannot. Renovation or expansion of the current park 
headquarters would be a better alternative. 
 
Thank you for considering my comments and for your work 
to preserve this wonderful place that I cherish. 

65 I have been sailing at the apostles for 15 years or so and 
have been to all of the islands. I have also done many 
camping trips on Oak Island and Stockton where I took the 
shuttle out.  
 
I feel that you should go with Alternative 1. No changes. 
The changes with the preferred alternative cost a lot of 
money for new buildings, additional employees, etc. 
 
If you do spend money, please use it to maintain what you 
currently have. Perhaps add a biffey on Manitou. Please 
keep Oak A as a group campsite and please keep all the 
campsites on on Oak and Stockton the same.  
 
It also seems that the kayak outfitters get too many of the 
available camp spots. They should be limited to a small 
percentage of total availability. I have also been out there 
when outfitters say they have our site but their permit 
displays a different site. This was Living Adventure 
Outfitter group on two occasions over the years.  

10/22/2009    Howard, Amanda .  
 
Rockford, IL 61101  
USA  
amandahug29@gmail.
com  

66 Background  
I have been a visitor and user of the Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore for nearly 20 years. My visits through 
the middle 1990's were primarily as a sailor and over the 
past 10 years primarily as a sea kayaker. I visit the area 
multiple times during the summer season, paddling and 
camping on the islands. I have also visited occasionally 
during the "off" seasons. I have been to every island within 
the park multiple times. I have camped at nearly every 
campsite and in many wilderness zones. 
 
Overall Comments and Observations (some outside scope 
of the Plan) –  

 
Fiscal Responsibility   
The Plan document is exhaustive and thorough and 
presents many ideas. I am generally supportive of activities 
to safeguard and protect the physical assets in the park, 
especially the lighthouses. I am not supportive of changes 
to add staff and their ongoing associated expenses. The 
fact is the Park has had funding issues in the recent past 
(and a new fee structure was implemented to partially 
address part of this issue) and will in all likelihood face 
similar issues in the future.  
 
Fee System  
Recently the reservation fee system was reviewed and 

10/22/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Minneapolis, MN 
55410  
USA  
Kept Private  
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revised. The end result was an increase in the daily site 
fees and the institution of dock fees to be charged to 
vessels utilizing park docks. I am supportive of the 
changes and willing to pay the increased campsite fees 
and contribute to the Park's revenues. The dock fees are 
on an honor system to be paid by sailing and power 
vessels via pay-boxes at the various dock locations. 
Problem is, some of the docks (Devil's, etc.) don't even 
have pay-boxes!!! Why? This is inexcusable. The Park 
should immediately install pay-boxes at all docks that 
currently do not have them. Without them, the fee system 
is without merit. Power and sailing vessels already stop at 
and use the facilities at campsite locations without 
incurring or contributing fees. They use the picnic tables, 
toilets, etc. and move on. 
 
Prioritization of Resources  
The Plan identifies numerous infrastructure and facility 
changes to be completed but is inadequate re basic 
improvements to island campsites. Improvements to these 
campsites would be significantly less expensive and 
should receive priority attention. See specific comments 
below. 
 
Management of Campsite Usage and Outfitters   
While the Plan is largely silent regarding this issue I feel 
compelled to comment. The Apostle Islands are a fantastic 
kayaking destination. While it is great that more and more 
people, especially kayakers, are enjoying the park I am 
concerned about the management of this usage. It 
appears that more and more outfitters are now guiding 
more and more paying customers to tour the islands. I 
have seen outfitters from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Illinois and beyond, and more and more of them every year 
it seems. This usage competes with private parties and the 
park must manage these respective visitors. It would be a 
shame if outfitter usage continues to expand to the 
detriment of private usage ala the Grand Canyon. Please 
don't allow this to happen. 
 
Trash Cleanup 
Again, the plan is silent regarding this topic. There are 
numerous areas of old trash dumps throughout the islands 
these dumps contain rusted metal from cans and other 
sources, bottles, assorted trash, etc. Specifically, on Sand 
behind Group site A, on Oak in the vicinity of Site 6 in the 
North Bay, etc. These trash dumps should be cleaned up 
and the trash removed. It's an ugly eyesore and hazardous 
as well. 
 
Feedback re Specific Sections of the Alternatives  
 
Light Stations  
I am supportive of work to stabilize, rehab and restore the 
lighthouses in general. The work on the Raspberry 
lighthouse was excellent. It would be outstanding if over 
time additional lighthouses could be protected and 
rehabbed as well. I would prioritize them by need and 
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location inner islands first (Sand). I do not believe staff 
should be added to additional locations. They can be 
interpreted via waysides and written materials. 
 
Former Use & Occupancy/Current Life Estates  
If the West Bay Club becomes available this could be an 
excellent location for an additional campsite. Rehabbing for 
public use should only be considered if it is self-sustaining 
from a financial standpoint.  
 
Shaw Point again, could be interpreted via 
waysides/brochures and without the addition of staff. 
Rehabbing for public use should only be considered if it is 
self-sustaining from a financial standpoint. 
 
Nonwilderness (Islands)  
Why can't "new" transportation opportunities be developed 
via the shuttle services provided by the cruise line(s)? I am 
against the idea of the Park acquiring boats etc. to begin 
their own shuttle service. This would be a waste of money 
in my opinion and would result in dormant assets for the 
majority of a calendar year and ongoing maintenance 
expenses. Any new transportation options can be arranged 
through the private sector. 
 
Is it really necessary to relocate the Stockton Island 
campground? What other less expensive options might be 
considered re bear management etc.? 
 
Wilderness Area  
 
This topic has been significantly shorted in the plans. As 
noted in the plan document the significant area of growth 
in recent years has been within the kayaking community. 
We are active users of the campsites throughout the 
islands. Many of these sites should have priority to receive 
vault toilets, picnic tables, bear boxes, etc. BEFORE other 
capital improvements to facilities, docks etc. noted in the 
plan. 
 
I strongly disagree with the plan to relocate the group 
campsite above the sand spit on Oak. Once again, (as in 
the case of the site on Cat  see comments below) this 
would result in the loss of the best group site in the islands. 
Relocating it to the dock area would be horrible it is too 
busy there already with the dock and vessels it attracts, 
one group site already, the individual site in the same 
vicinity and the ranger station. Please do not make this 
move. If you persist, at least the group site above the spit 
could be converted to an individual site. 
 
Many of the campsite locations need attention. For 
Example: 
Manitou this site desperately needs a vault toilet. The toilet 
down at the fish camp is too far to be of use for campsite 
visitors. This is a nice site that gets a lot of use and every 
visitor is digging a cat hole out in the woods. This is 
unacceptable especially given the huge sums of money 
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targeted for all sorts of other purposes. 
 
Ironwood again, this site needs a vault toilet. All visitors are 
currently digging cat holes. 
 
York none of these sites have picnic tables. Why not? 
They are needed. 
 
Cat  this site has been relocated to the former cabin 
location. The new compost biffy is nice. The relocation of 
the site however is extremely disappointing. One of the 
premier sites in the islands has been significantly 
diminished. It is now stuck back in a dark hole in the woods 
with little or no lake view. In addition, the intended tent pad 
is on a slope! Why? It appears to me the intent is to stick 
the campers back into the woods presumably so they and 
their tents can't be seen from the water? How is this any 
different from a paddler making their way out to an island 
and a private campsite and sitting on the beach to enjoy an 
evening sunset only to have a sailboat or powerboat 
anchored right offshore? These crafts diminish my 
enjoyment in the same manner as a tent might to someone 
else. 
 
Mainland Unit  
No significant comments. 
 
Mainland Visitor Centers/Contact Stations  
From a user perspective, I feel that the existing facilities 
are fine and meet required needs. If a new Bayfield Visitor 
Center is built than all operations should be consolidated.  

 
Operational Facilities  
I disagree with the establishment of a ranger station or 
visitor station at Myers Beach. This is an unnecessary use 
of funds that would also demand future operating costs. It 
is sufficient to have informational waysides or written 
materials.  

 

67 I have been a regular park user for over 20 years. What a 
spectacular place! Thank you for your efforts to keep it wild 
and unspoiled. 
 
I fully support the general direction of the preferred option 
and have the following comments: 
 
1.Providing inexpensive transportation to the inner islands 
(Oak, Sand, & Basswood) for day hikes, walk-in camping, 
etc. so more people can have an island experience is a 
commendable goal. However, there should be a limit to the 
number of day users on any specific day. I am not sure 
what that number should be, but it seems obvious that too 
many day visitors on a busy holiday weekend would 
diminish the experience for all users. Just like campsites 
limited the number of over-night users, possibly the shuttle 

10/22/2009    GRISWOLD, GREG . 
 
RHINELANDER, WI 
54501  
USA  
greg_lu@frontiernet.n
et  
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boat size could limit the number of day users. 

 
2.I support maintaining existing designated campsites, and 
creating new sites on the inner islands. Ideally designated 
campsites (new and existing, wilderness and non-
wilderness) should be partially open to sunshine and 
breezes, have natural separation for privacy, and have 
scenic views of the lake. For examples: Site 4 on Oak is 
too closed in with a minimal lake view, Sites 1, 2, & B on 
Sand have minimal separation, but Sites 6 & A on Oak and 
Sites 3 & A on Sand are great sites. When camped in a 
site with the amenities noted above my enjoyment at least 
triples! Possibly all the designated campsites could be non-
wilderness areas to allow for more management.  

 
3.As noted in 2 above, Site A on Oak is a great site. I am 
sorry it is proposed to be relocated. 
 
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Plan 
and all the work you do to manage the Park. 

68 Thank you for opportunity to comment on the draft 
"General Management Plan / Wilderness Management 
Plan / Environmental Impact Statement" for the Apostle 
Islands National Lakeshore", dated August 18, 2009.  
 
For the past 10 years I have intermittently had the 
opportunity to visit various parts of the Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore (AINL). I have personally visited or 
camped on 10 of the islands in the park. I have traveled 
there with friends and with family members on different 
occasions, and no one who visits the park leaves 
unaffected or unimpressed. I regard AINL as a unique and 
marvelous part of America's National Park System, and 
overall I have been very supportive of and positive about 
the general approach taken by the National Park Service 
(NPS) for managing this resource. 

  
However, I wish to express my strong opposition to the 
NPS proposal to relocate most of the existing campsites on 
Stockton Island from the Presque Isle Bay tombolo to new 
locations on the adjacent Presque Isle peninsula. I have 
visited Stockton Island and camped and hiked there more 
than any other part of the AINL. I think that the proposed 
changes will severely diminish the experience for campers 
and dramatically reduce the number of visitors as well.  
 
My understanding of the purpose for the proposed 
campsite relocation is "to address resource concerns (e.g., 
bank erosion and potential for bear-visitor conflicts)." I 
think that those aims could be met by far less drastic and 
less expensive changes that would actually have much 
greater impact on the future use and educational value of 
that specific area and the tombolo ecosystem in particular. 
 
Rather than relocating the campsites, NPS/AINL should 

10/22/2009    Balin, Adam .  
 
Fitchburg, WI 53711  
USA  
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enhance current education efforts on user-practices and 
stewardship of that area with particular emphasis on the 
unique characteristics and fragile nature of the tombolo 
area. This would go a very long way to eliminate human-
caused erosion factors, which I suspect are only a very 
minor portion of the forces causing change in that specific 
area. The natural effects of winds, waves, and subsequent 
erosion have far greater impacts. At my last visit this 
summer with family and friends, we were for the first time 
made aware of the importance of staying off the fragile 
slopes from the beach to the campsites on the tombolo, 
which previously had been managed with sand ladders 
that implied that was the best and appropriate way to 
access the campsites from the beach. The construction of 
low fences along the shore perimeter of the campsites, and 
the marked reduction of sand ladders, effectively 
eliminated the former practice. However, I suspect the 
same could have been achieved with simple signage and 
removal of the sand ladders and educational efforts from 
the rangers and volunteers at the site.  
 
The current sites are undoubtedly among the most 
impressive and stunning of any I've encountered in any 
National Park. I am very sure that moving the sites to the 
Presque Isle peninsula will hugely detract from the 
camping experience for those fortunate enough to be able 
to visit Stockton Island. I strongly suspect, based on hiking 
in the peninsula area many times over many years, that 
the lack of breeze and more forested area will make that a 
much more insect friendly and camper unfriendly location. 
Furthermore, the inability to have shore access will make 
visiting by kayak much less desirable and perhaps 
impossible to combine with an overnight camping stay. 
 
I also believe campsite relocation from tombolo to 
peninsula will have little or no effect on camper/black bear 
confrontations at Stockton Island, since those encounters 
are already quite uncommon. The main cause of those 
events is improper storage of food and of other potential 
bear attractants. The current consistent education about 
and camper compliance with regulations on secure storage 
of items in the provided bear lockers has minimized 
bear/human interactions. In fact, this last summer the 
ranger told us there had not been a bear siting (even by 
campers out early trying to find them) all year yet (as of 
mid-August). In general, finding a bear requires hiking far 
from the current or proposed campsites.  
 
The campsites on Stockton Island's tombolo area are a 
major draw to the AINL for thousands of people yearly, 
including me, my family, and numerous friends. We all 
appreciate the beauty and respect the unique nature and 
fragility of this wonderful place. I respect what has been 
done in managing this area to date and the current efforts 
to update the management plan. Nevertheless I am hoping 
that you will not make the proposed/favored change to 
relocate the campsites, as doing so will probably result in 
cessation of what has been an important activity for my 
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own family and likely thousands of others'. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 
plan.  

69 I am writing this to ask you to PLEASE reconsider and DO 
NOT move the Apostle Islands Lakeshore campsites on 
Stockton Island inland! 

 
My husband and I ferried out to Stockton Island the 
summer before last to join our daughter and her partner on 
the campsite they love and return to year after year. It was 
absolutely beautiful! It was primitive camping at it's finest! 
The broad expanse of Lake Superior shining before us, the 
exceptional white sand beach to stretch out and relax on, 
the views of the other Apostle Islands peeking out here 
and there to beckon us to come visit--all that would change 
drastically were you to move the campsites inland. 
PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THOSE CAMPSITES INLAND!!! 

 
Thank you.  

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Duluth, MN 55808  
USA  
Kept Private  

70 Thank you for allowing me to comment on the APIS 
General Management Plan. 
 
I would like to address the proposal to relocate the 
Presque Isle campsites on Stockton Island. I understand 
the declared issues to be, 1: To address erosion concerns, 
and 2: To minimize bear conflicts. 

 
I have camped at the Presque Isle sites with my my family 
4 times over the past 6 or 7 years for about 16 nights total. 
There is something about these sites that is hard to 
describe; maybe it's the sunset views, the proximity to the 
beach with its often swimmable water, the relative privacy, 
and the relative lack of mosquitoes (trust me, there are 
other spots on Stockton where they are far more 
prevalent!). Whatever it is, these current campsites have 
an essence that has brought my family and me back to the 
Apostles again and again.Erosion will happen regardless 
of the human presence. It's a big stormy lake and you can't 
change that. The erosion that campers do cause could 
probably be minimized by education just as educating the 
campers has reduced the bear conflicts. I have only 
personally only seen one bear on Stockton - near the 
beach at Julian Bay. Never do I recall hearing of any 
recent incidents in the campsites. My observation is that 
most campers are doing a good job with camp cleanliness 
and bear locker usage. There's always going to be some 
ignorant campers, but moving the campsites won't change 
that.  
 
I hope you will reconsider the relocation of the Presque Isle 
campsites. They are truly a special draw that keeps me 
thinking of the Apostles all year long and planning my next 

10/23/2009    Rudolph, Brian .  
 
Oregon, WI 53575  
USA  
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"escape".  
 
Sincerely, 
Brian Rudolph 
Oregon, WI  

71 1) We strongly encourage the development of more group 
sites in the Islands: Otter, Cat.  
 
2) We strongly encourage keeping the group site A on the 
south end Sand Spit of Oak Island. It would be a great loss 
to groups to put two group sites at the government dock. 
Put up a fence like the one on the camping site at Devil's 
Island to keep campers from running down the cliff and 
creating the erosion problem. 
 
3) On page 329 of the Draft General Management booklet 
under the Organizations and Businesses; update our name 
from Adventures In Perspective. 
 
4) Put in a latrine at the 'Lunch Beach' at the end of the 
Meyers's Road Sea Caves.  
 
5) Consult locally based CUA outfitters for safety 
regulations for kayaker in the Islands. 
 
Thank You.  

10/23/2009 Living 
Adventure 
Inc.  

Green, Gail .  
P.O,. Box 874  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
   

72 October 23, 2009 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore General Management 
Plan 
National Park Service  
Denver Service Center - P. Greg Jarvis 
PO BOX 25287 
Denver, CO 80225 
 
Dear Mr. Jarvis, 
I have reviewed the NPS Draft General Management Plan 
for the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore in Wisconsin 
and first I must thank all those who worked so diligently to 
produce such a comprehensive and clearly written 
document. I am offering you my response and wish 
specifically to comment on "Alternative 2, The Preferred 
Alternative." Thank you for inviting me and everyone else 
to do so.  
 
My husband and I have a home in Bayfield, WI spending 
about half of the year here and the balance of time out of 
state. I think of myself as having the dual perspective of a 
visitor and of a resident. 
 
In September I took the opportunity to meet and talk with 
NPS staff on Stockton Island while attending an 'Open 
House' presentation of the Apostle Islands Draft General 
Management Plan. My husband and I chose that venue to 
participate because it gave us a chance to stay overnight 
on our boat at a safe harbor and spend two days on 

10/23/2009    Voss, Elisabeth E.  
P.O. Box 911  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
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beautiful Stockton Island. I relish walking the Stockton 
trails resplendent with mosses and am fascinated by the 
variety of ecosystems on the island. Sitting on the pristine 
beach at Julian Bay is a restorative experience for me. I 
watched from shore as children and adults swam and 
splashed about while others napped or, like me, sat with a 
book on our beach blankets. I was by myself that afternoon 
while my husband hiked, but it was touching to observe the 
half-dozen families lounging together in close-knit groups 
spread out along the length of beach. I trust it was a 
memorable experience for each of us. At the meeting that 
evening, hosted by Superintendent Krumenaker, I 
appreciated meeting and speaking with the park rangers 
and hearing some of the comments and questions posed 
by other attendees. The other campers in attendance (15 
or so by my estimate) were all very interested and 
engaged with the NPS staff in small groups asking 
questions and expressing their particular concerns. I'm 
always impressed by the variety of knowledgeable, 
interesting folks one meets in the APIS. 
 
HIghlights from my own experiences in the Apostle Islands 
Park include:  
 
-touring both the Sand Island lighthouse and Raspberry 
Island lighthouse at times when there were NPS volunteers 
on hand and answering questions;  

 
-exploring the Manitou Fish Camp while learning some of 
the lore from a NPS volunteer and trying to imagine living 
in such sparse and tiny quarters;  
 
-kayaking to Basswood Island, eating our lunch at a picnic 
table overlooking the water and then walking to the old 
quarry site where beaver had moved in;  
 
-hiking the Lakeshore Trail above the sea caves as the 
thundering thud of water surged into the caves beneath 
our feet, a truly awesome sound;  
 
-cruising by the sea caves at sunset with eagles circling 
above and, another time, spotting a black bear fishing on 
the shore of Manitou Island;  
 
-attending many Monday night lectures at the Park 
Headquarters, co-sponsored by Friends of the Apostle 
Islands, to learn about mushrooms, Ojibwe history and 
raptors;  
 
-being present for a fabulous lecture and slide presentation 
at the Russell Town Hall (originally planned to be at the 
West Bay Club on Sand Island) where the story of 
Gertrude Wellisch and Plenty Charm cottage on Sand 
Island were told and now wanting to see Plenty Charm 
cottage restored to its full glory so it can be made available 
for Artist In Residence programs once again;  
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-walking the Trombolo Trail on Stockton Island hearing the 
bizarre call of whooping cranes and then discovering a 
large bird of prey about 20 inches tall standing immobile 
directly on the path between us and a small bridge that we 
needed to cross. It stared, we stopped, and then slowly in 
single file the four of us passed within four feet of the 
beautiful large breasted tawny-colored bird that we think 
was likely, if not visibly, a sick or injured Groshawk. We 
were able to report it to a ranger we met later on the trail; 
 
-most recently, mooring at what is left of the Long Island 
dock and making our way ashore to discover the amazing 
Triplex Light Keepers quarters which although rapidly 
falling into serious disrepair would be a wonderful lodging 
facility if rehabilitated. If the dock and building were 
restored, the NPS could capitalize on Long Island's closer 
proximity to Ashland and Washburn, enhancing those 
cities' connectivity with the Apostle Islands. Certainly 
birders and lighthouse aficionados would value it. 
 
I love visiting the Park Headquarters. Monumental in scale 
and painstakingly restored, the historic Bayfield 
brownstone building is wholly appropriate as our National 
Park Service Headquarters. The august architecture of the 
building demands a tenant of equal standing. It is one of 
the first places we take out-of-town visitors. I find I never 
tire of seeing the excellent film about 'Gitchee Gumee' and 
the Apostle Islands shown there. Surely, there are creative 
ways to use that site to further meet the goals of a visitor 
center. I can envision outdoor activities and 
demonstrations on the grounds during festival times in 
Bayfield. Better signage and advertising directing people to 
the Visitor Center would help draw more people to the site. 
We do not need to spend millions of dollars erecting a new 
lakefront building location. You can see the lake right out 
front on Washington Ave. I would much rather see the NPS 
hire more staff and rangers and have them stationed at 
'satellites' wherever needed or convenient, even 
temporarily, like the NPS booth we saw at Applefest. One 
knowledgeable and likable young Park Ranger who we 
saw again at 2009 Applefest had conducted a guided walk 
on Stockton Island the morning after the 'Open House' 
event in September and we were reminded of the delightful 
time we had when we joined him and the dozen or so 
people already in the group. I learned about bogs, plant 
identities and how the island was formed. The NPS could 
use about twenty more of him. The Everglades National 
Park is lucky to have this ranger during the winter. 
Additional well-trained and equipped personnel and park 
volunteers and partnerships will go a long way in 
promoting and preserving the APIS. 
 
If it really becomes necessary to relocate the Roys Point 
operations center and facilities, it is my hope that the City 
of Bayfield, the Red Cliff Band, the Bad River Band, the 
Bayfield Chamber of Commerce, Madeline Island Ferry 
Line, the Island Princess Tour Operator, the Coast Guard 
and the National Park Service could all find some ways to 
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partner with and support one another to meet shared goals 
for visitors to the area. I could see Park Service personnel 
hosting eco-tours or lecture series on the Island Princess 
for example. Ideally, the NPS and the other entities would 
come to consensus about how to best share or at least 
coordinate waterfront resource allocations. If NPS boats 
are split between Bayfield and Little Sand Bay it surely 
would be more fuel efficient than always departing from 
Bayfield to go to Sand Island, for example. If anything, the 
Little Sand Bay facility should be expanded. I don't see the 
wisdom in constructing a new Bayfield Visitor Center 
building when the existing one is excellent and could be 
supplemented easily enough while developing all kinds of 
island facility improvements and still come in below the $27 
million sited for a one-time expenditure under Alternative 2, 
The Preferred Plan. 
 
When my husband and I visited Rocky Island a couple of 
years ago, we were invited to see some of the cottages, 
we were regaled with local stories and we 'stuffed' 
ourselves at a fish-fry picnic that ended with birthday cake 
and song for a woman who so loves Rocky Island she 
made the trip out for her ninety-fifth (95th) birthday. As 
Denny Edwards and Julian Nelson and Jack Erickson, who 
were all there that day could attest "It is not we that own 
the land but the land that owns us." I strongly believe that 
every visitor can better understand the islands if they know 
what occurred on them in the past and hear the stories of 
those who lived and worked on them. Having that frame of 
reference is what enables us to appreciate the natural 
resources found throughout the islands, the waters and 
mainland and prices paid by people and by the wilderness. 
The stories are among the best teaching tools we have for 
understanding our role in conservation and preservation. 
Alongside the stories are the artifacts, the fishing camps 
and quarries, the farms and homes and lighthouses. 
Seeing is believing. Life on the islands is easily 
romanticized but seeing the historical evidence gives us 
context and we learn life was hard even in such gloriously 
beautiful surroundings. The future health of this ecosystem 
depends on all of us learning from those who came before 
us. 
 
I do not support the proposed Alternative 2, as it calls for 
enormous monetary resources to be dedicated to a new 
visitor center facility in Bayfield when those funds could 
pay for more staff and pay for improving/expanding 
existing facilities throughout the actual park. I believe more 
thought needs to be given to innovative and creative ways 
of administering staff and implementing programs with 
more emphasis on flexibility and mobility. I would support 
something closer to Alternative 3 if it were expanded to 
include additional trail development on Sand Island, 
restoration of the "former use and occupancy/current life 
estates" on Sand and Rocky Islands, restoration of the 
Long Island structures with emphasis on experiential 
education for the public. 
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I believe the NPS should 1) put its resources into 
preserving and maintaining the existing structures and 
artifacts on the islands that tell a story, 2) should make 
access to the islands a priority with designated trails as 
part of promoting "lake-oriented" recreation and, 3) should 
foster partner relationships to expand its mission. The 
National Park Service, Apostle Islands National Lakeshore 
will strengthen its outreach by continuing to explore and 
develop effective partnerships with the area's 
'stakeholders' by including Conservancy groups; the Red 
Cliff and Bad River Tribes; those with close links to historic 
sites; community volunteers in general and its own staff 
and being committed to facilitating the above to enrich the 
experience of the visitor. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Elisabeth E. Voss  

73 In regards to the proposed General Management Plan at 
The Apostle Islands National Lakeshore: 
 
It has come to our attention that several changes are 
proposed for The Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. 
While we find most are acceptable, one proposed changes 
upsets us greatly: the proposal to move the campground 
on Stockton Island off the beach. 
 
Simply put, having the string of campsites along one of the 
country's most beautiful strips of sandy beach is what 
makes this a treasured vacation for us. That beach is what 
we travel to see, to soak up, to rejuvenate.  
 
We are conscious of environmental erosion and we do 
what we can to leave no trace. We teach our daughter 
about protecting all that is sacred about our earth and were 
amicable to this year's closing some of the sites where 
erosion is severe and where there may be archeological 
information about our ancestors. It makes sense that 
people have been living on that strip for thousands of 
years. We hope that we don't have to change that now. It 
is, clearly, the most perfect place on the island to camp. 
 
If money is the issue, please just charge more to all who 
use the area. We are by no means affluent, but we are 
agreeable to paying a fair price to retain something that is 
as beautiful as the current campground sites. If you must 
shut down some of the sites, so be it. But we plead of you 
to keep them open so our family can continue to choose to 
spend summer vacation on our beautiful island. If the 
campground were moved up to Presque Isle, we would not 
spend the extra expense of the ferry to get to Stockton, 
and would likely just choose a state or private campground 
instead. 
 
We sincerely hope you will retain the beautiful beach sites 
at Stockton. 
 

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Minneapolis, MN 
55407  
USA  
Kept Private  
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Thank you, 

74 To the folks whom make a difference, 
 
I have been paddling the better half of my life and one of 
my earliest paddling memories was my first experience 
paddling in the Apostle Islands. I have since been held 
captive by this geographic locations' pristine presence and 
iconic influence upon the surrounding and afar 
communities. 
 
I have been a resident of the area since 2003 and have 
served many years as a sea kayak guide for a local 
company. In the summer of 2008 my partner (also a guide 
for local company) and I departed from the Bayfield waters 
of the Apostle Islands to paddle around the Lake and 
return to familiar ground three months later. It was a mind 
blowing experience. 
 
Not only does Lake Superior have a lot to offer, but the 
Apostle Islands can be a refuge against the lakes mighty 
forces. More importantly it is one of the areas that is fairly 
accessible for people of all abilities. As well there are 
opportunities for folks of all abilities to enjoy the Apostle 
Island National Lake Shore. With Ken Burn's popular film 
series on the National parks captivating the country on our 
'wild' areas I think its only imperative to consider what's 
best for the park and the visitors which recreate within its 
boundaries. 
 
As a paddler I look at the proposed plan with careful eyes. 
I have experienced many a pleasurable journey in the 
islands and I have been humbled an equal amount of 
times. Leading others into the beauty of the beast can add 
additional perspective, which I think may affect my total 
compliance with the 'preferred' plan. 
 
First I have to wonder how much impact is too much? The 
idea of providing a quick and easy way to get people on 
the islands seems like a devil in disguise. Would the park 
service be chartering these voyages or would it be via a 
private outfit. It seems as though if this were to 
economically benefit the park service it may be a good 
idea so long as the numbers are fairly limited; as 
heightened impact on SAND and BASSWOOD would turn 
these islands (which are already close to the mainland and 
easy to access) into a super highway of human use. It 
could lead to people straying from the beaten path and 
further causing detriment to the environment, in addition to 
causing harm to themselves or others as they use poor 
judgement, costing the park service additional funds w/ 
search and rescue efforts. It may also warrant the potential 
for people to opt out of their journeys and catch a 'ride' 
because they are unmotivated to paddle back to the 
mainland. These can be a few negative aspects of a non 
definitive plan for 'new transportation opportunities'. Make 
sure it benefits the park first - end of story 

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
Kept Private  
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Second I have to voice that taking the OAK A group 
campsite from its current locale and moving it between the 
dock and the sand spit is would cause unneeded burden 
on adventures to the islands. On many occasions the wind 
can wrap through that north channel and cause 
unpredictable wind currents and waves, which, after a long 
day of paddling can overwhelm folks heading to the island. 
After a burly crossing or audacious wind, the last thing 
people want to do is hike into a site that may not offer such 
a pleasant view and resource base. The site sits atop a 
grassy area away from the individual site and provides 
campers with a vault toilet and ease of water purification. If 
one were to move the site, couldn't they hypothetically 
swap the locals of the group and the individual site? It 
seems that would still provide necessary benefits sans re 
locating an entire group site and creating a large hike. Or 
better yet would one be able to make an appeal for that 
specific site, allow it to say the way it is and per chance 
trade an equal parcel of land in the non wilderness area for 
it? 
Its a battle, I understand, but taking that group site from the 
potential of use (there are not that many) would be a 
travesty. It exonerates the ambiance of the Apostles, 
secluding you from others and the landscape of the 
mainland. Its what keeps some people coming back and 
actually caring for the area. Don't we owe it to the islands 
to preserve it? PLEASE DO NOT CLOSE IT! 
 
The Lighthouses: 
SUPPORT on the PLAN 
 
The historical buildings; 
SUPPORT on the PLAN 
 
The Visitor Centers: 
Great ideas there, but I think they would be most easily 
accessed in town. This is tricky because the land/ building 
is expensive, but it would definitively reach a wider 
audience than if it were elsewhere. 
 
Last the campsite issue at Stockton Island Presuqe Isle is 
a tricky one. I do agree that the erosion issue is of definite 
concern, but creating an entire new campground seems 
equally invasive. Is there a way to minimize the number of 
campsites, have a few DESIGNATED paths from the 
beach to said campsites and potentially keep create a few 
sites within walking distance from the dock. It seems, and I 
speak from experience that after a long haul to Stockton 
the last thing you want to do is jockey for a site or have to 
walk excessively to said campsite. I would support creating 
a few sites within close proximity of the dock (or using 
those campsites for folks whom arrive on the shuttle) and 
creating a few definitive path ways to minimize the chaos 
of constant clambering up the hill. Also perchance one 
could look into low profile fencing to control the traffic and 
reduce erosion. 
 
Thanks for taking the time to hear what the folks of the 
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land have to say. I look forward to many more years 
enjoying what the AINLS has to offer, sharing it with others 
and doing what I can to preserve what can only be 
described as a completely unique and diverse 
environment. Let's keep it that way. 

76 To: Superintendent Bob Krumenaker, Apostle Islands 
National Lakeshore 
Re: NPS Alternatives for Non-Wilderness Areas in the 
General Managment Plan 

 

Dear Superintendent Krumenaker, 
 
As a realist, I understand that one of "the only thing 
guaranteed in life is change". However, in the case of 
relocating the Stockton Island campground, I sincerely 
hope that the NPS will reconsider this proposed change 
and allow the campground to stay where it is currently. 
 
It is the beach sites that cause such a draw for us to camp 
there. It has become quite the tradition for our family. We 
have come to know in community some of the other 
campers who often camp the same week we do. However, 
one of the reasons we like camping there, is that our 
campsite is not right next to other campsites. We like the 
peace and quite and that would not be the same if it were 
moved up to Presque Isle. The terrain up on Presque Isle 
is vastly different than along the beach. No blueberries, 
lots of bugs, and simply different foliage. Not having the 
beach close by would be heartbreaking. If I wanted to 
camp on a cliff, I would not spend the ferry money to get 
out to Stockton. We can't go to Oak Island or some of the 
others because we have no boat. We are highly 
experienced campers. We've winter camped, spend time in 
spring and fall in the BWCA, and have camped in a 
number of other countries. Truly, the beach on Stockton is 
our favorite, and an annual pilgramage. To eliminate the 
ability to camp on the beach would be to eliminate our 
interest in visiting Stockton. 
 
Yes, change may need to happen, and can often be for 
good. To preserve that which needs to be preserved for 
future generations, and to be good stewards for that which 
we have been entrusted. But like the PBS documentary 
has recently brought to our public consciousness, our 
parks are meant for all of us, and especially should be 
available to those who are not wealthy and therefore 
unable to "buy" other experiences. They need to be 
beautiful in the future, yes, but also in the present. To do 
so, then we must teach people how to act in their 
environment. I would rather some campsites be closed, 
like 14 was this year and other fencing was erected at 
other sites. There are other manners in which to 
discourage people from making their own trails. Post them, 
so that people know what consequences will be if rules are 
broken. I think people will adhere to them better if they 

10/23/2009    Travis, Monica .  
3221 Columbus Ave 
#1  
Minneapolis, MN 
55407  
USA  
monicatravis03@yaho
o.com  
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knew that consequences would be as severe as relocating 
the campground. To do this well, does require money and 
staffing. Most campers and boaters should understand 
that. Please just charge us so that the NPS can provide the 
best service possible. We are happy to pay for the 
experience and we just don't want the experience taken 
away. Please keep the Stockton Island campsite where it 
is currently. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Monica Travis 

77 I am a resident of the Town of Russell and a Bayfield 
County Board Member. 
 
I urge you to follow the NO Action recommendation. 
 
I am very concerned that Bayfield County was not included 
or consulted regarding this Management Plan other than 
the public comment period. As an elected official 
respresenting the majority of the residents living within or 
adjacent to the park, I have grave concerns with the plans 
to dramaticly change the parks presence within the Town 
of Russell. Little Sand Bay is the grateway to the park for 
the majority of kayakers and recreational boaters. Any 
change in operations at Little Sand Bay will negatively 
affect local residents and park users. 
 
Also, the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa and 
the Town of Russell should have been an active partner in 
the development of this plan.Does the park service choose 
to ignor other governments? 
 
As far as expanding in the City of Bayfield goes I strongly 
oppose that action. 
 
The majority of the park operations are currently not even 
in the park! Why, when the park can not maintain current 
facilities, would you build more in the City of Bayfield. As 
far as building a maintenace center in the City, that is a 
poor use of limited lakeshore and an eye sore for the City. 
Roys Point Marina, the current maintenance facility, is 
closer to the islands than the City and the facility is out of 
public view. It should continue as the maintenance center 
or it could be relocated to Little Sand Bay. 
 
I request that the NPS start this process over and include 
local input from local governemt and the Tribe. 
 
Hopefully this would result in a managemet plan that best 
serves not only the park but the local residents, park 
visitors, the Town of Russell, Bayfield County and the 
Tribe. 
 
Sincerly: 
David L. Good 

10/23/2009    Good, David L.  
94500 N Ladd St  
Bayfield, WI 54814  
USA  
DaveGood@centuryte
l.net  
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Bayfield County Board Supervisor - District 1 
Town of Russell - Clerk/Treasurer 
Town of Bayfield - Clerk  

78 Having had the pleasure of visiting the Apostle Islands, it is 
my hope that the NPS will support efforts to preserve the 
historic properties in the park and to do so through 
cooperative agreements with local community groups and 
the people with historic ties to the Islands. The fact that the 
NPS is underfunded and can benefit from assistance from 
local community groups to preserve these historic symbols 
only goes to underscore the importance of working 
together with these local groups. It is my hope, that in so 
doing, future generations may have the opportunity to see 
living history on these islands, and that this legacy is not 
lost to history.  

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Arlington, VA 22201  
USA  
Kept Private  

79 Mr. Greg Jarvis- 
 
I have spent a lifetime visiting the Apostle Islands, and as a 
member of one of the historic use families, I have many 
fond memories of the Islands and their many beauties. 
Many of the points made in the new Draft General 
Management Plan are solid, but several raise concerns for 
me. 
 
I am pleased at the mention of the need for historic 
preservation within the park, but I worry that the 
statements made to maintain and restore the buildings of 
the park are not strong enough. From what I have seen in 
the past, it does not seem as if the NPS is capable of this 
important task by itself. I have seen numerous historic and 
important buildings within the park fall into such disrepair 
that this eventually leads to demolition. I worry about the 
NPS ability to maintain and promote this human story 
within the park -- something that is as important to the 
islands as their natural beauty. 
 
It is my belief that the NPS must find willing and able 
partners to help in the task of historic preservation. As a 
member of a family with a long and well documented 
commitment to the preservation of Sand Island and the 
other Apostle Islands, I can think of no better advocates 
than those of us already doing much of this important work. 
Please consider reaching out to this resource and giving it 
stronger priority in the new Management Plan. 
 
Thank you, 

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Saint Paul, MN 55105 
USA  
Kept Private  

80 Good afternoon, 
 
Thank you for allowing me to comment on the APIS 
General Management Plan from the summer of 2009. 
 
I would like to address the proposal to relocate the 
Presque Isle campsites on Stockton Island. IF the Tombolo 
camp sites are removed I am certain that there will be a 

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
Fitchburg, WI 53711  
USA  
Kept Private  
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significant drop in campsite usage on Stockton Island, and 
a subsequent loss in campsite park fees and ferry fees. 
 
I understand the declared issues to be erosion concerns 
and bear habitat protection. I also understand that one of 
the intents of the management plan is to promote 
enjoyment of the islands by visitors, and perhaps increase 
visitor use. 
 
Camping on Stockton Island is not for the faint of heart. If 
you go by personal boat, you're limited to what you can 
store in your kayak or fishing boat. If you take the ferry, 
you pay $80/adult $50/ child round trip fee PLUS kayak 
hauling fee. You must then carry all of your camping gear 
from the dock up to 3/4 mile through fern lined treed trails 
to your campsite. Stockton Island has potable water, which 
increases the length of time one can camp (you don't have 
to bring in your own water). The pump is next to the 
ranger's station, and so the water must be carried - again- 
up to 3/4 mile to your campsite. Several pit toilets are 
stationed along the path servicing the campsites - again a 
walk. Special care must be taken when camping on 
Stockton. All of your food and toiletries must be locked into 
bear proof lockers when not in use. Extra clean-up is 
required after every meal, no toiletries (not even chapstick) 
can be left in a tent. 
 
People go to Stockton Island because they appreciate and 
even crave wild places. Present campsites on Presque Isle 
bay provide some of the best camping scenery I've ever 
experienced. The campsites sit up from the beach (5-30 
feet depending on the site). They are well-spaced and so 
provide a truly natural setting. (i.e. private). The beach 
provides a protected and shallow swimming area. The 
westerly facing advantage allows the prevailing winds to 
blow most of the bugs away. The views are unforgettable. 
You cook dinner to a view of your children swimming, 
sailboats mooring, late afternoon kayakers returning to 
camp.... The sun spreads swaths of orange over the bay 
while you're cleaning camp for the evening - and you know 
everything is good in the world. If you awake on a clear 
night you may catch moonbeams playing with the waves 
between the islands. Loons call out and bald eagles soar 
overhead. 
 
I have camped at the Presque Isle sites with my family 3 
different summers (for about a week each) over the past 6 
years. These camping experiences have fulfilled the intent 
of our National Park System, by instilling in my children a 
sense of wonder and respect for the environment, the 
importance of minimum impact camping, respect and care 
of native environments and creatures. Stockton Island has 
also provided them with a balance to their technologically 
stimulating "regular" life. My daughter turned 17 last June - 
she begged all last year for our family to return to Stockton 
Island for a camping trip. It is her "favorite place on earth." 
 
We understood from the rangers this past summer that 
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there were NO bear sightings on Stockton Island last year. 
I've never seen or heard of a bear in a campsite on 
Stockton. The one bear I saw the first year we camped 
there was on the other side of the island from the 
campsites. The rangers are good at educating and 
enforcing the camping rules - and should continue to do 
so. It would even be appropriate to require some erosion 
education to campers prior to their departure for Stockton 
Island. It is worthy of protection.  
 
There is no need to attempt to increase the use of 
Stockton Island by the public. Presently, campers area 
provided with a natural and uncrowded experience. 
Increasing usage will destroy the sense of Wilderness. 
 
I have noticed the erosion that has occurred in the time 
that I've been camping on Stockton Island, but my belief is 
that the majority of the erosion occurs during winter lake 
storms. Lake Superior is truly a GREAT LAKE, and mother 
nature is a force to be respected. We were camping on 
Stockton Island the year the storms hit Bayfield during the 
August Art festival. Art booths went rolling into the harbor 
in Bayfield. Those of us hunkering down in tents on 
Stockton during the torrential rains and high winds were 
reminded of our need to respect the laws of nature. 
However, the beach did not suffer any erosion. Human 
erosion (kids previously taking shortcuts to the beach) is 
not causing the loss of 10-20-30 feet of beach front 
erosion. The park should continue and even heighten their 
efforts to minimize human erosion of the TOMBOLO dunes 
through fencing, decreasing water access, and camper 
education. To think that moving the campsites from the 
Tombolo will stop the erosion is foolish. The lake will do 
what it will. 
 
The proposed new campsites are on the easternmost end 
of the island, on a rounded point facing Michigan Island. 
Most of the sites will not be at the water's edge (and for 
good reason - there are sheer cliff drop-offs to the water 
below with no access back to dry land). There will be no 
sunset views, no prevailing winds to ease the bugs. 
Stockton may hold the official record of having the most 
black bears per square area in the US. However, it surely 
holds the unofficial title of densest biting bug population. 
Hiking inland on Stockton causes many survivors to seek 
blood transfusions. My family and friends still complain 
about the hike I led to Trout Point (on seldom used trails 
through the center of the island) six years ago! Though the 
view out into Lake Superior that sunny summer day- with 
not a boat, nor a plane, nor an airplane cloud trail is 
something they also won't forget. 
 
Those that know and love Stockton Island won't camp in 
the new sites - because they know they will be 
uninhabitable and they can't replace the gems they've 
become used to. Those new to the island will probably 
leave early, or just leave with unpleasant memories.  
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Our family is saddened by the thought that we may have 
camped on Stockton Island for the last time. I hope you 
reconsider your decision to move the campsites on 
Stockton Island and seek an alternative that both protects 
the island and it's access by respectful campers. 
 

81 I just recently learned of plans of NPS for changes at 
Apostle Islands. My particular concern is the camp sites at 
Stockton Island. The attraction of these sites is their 
location on the Lake. I have heard the plan is to move 
them inland. An inland location would make them like 
thousands of other campsites, and eliminate what makes 
them so special. Please do what can be done to retain 
their "specialness" by keeping them on the lakefront.  

10/23/2009    N/A, Greg .  
 
Duluth, MN 55808  
USA  
   

83 It appears as though the team did a very good job on the 
General Development Plan, however none of the 
suggested outcomes covers all those areas I am 
concerned with. 
 
I was born and raised on Sand Island and even though I 
have been away for years, I consider that my home. I don't 
understand why educational gatherings can't be held within 
the wilderness areas? What else is the park there for? 
 
I also know every one of the life esatate holders and most 
have done an outstanding job maintaining the property for 
the ultimate enjoyment of the public.  
 
I am a firm and vocal advicate for the presiveration of the 
historic structures within the bounderies of the park. They 
help to illimuate and educate the public those who lived on 
and enjoyed this beautiful plase before the park existed. 
Most historic structures would be irrreplaceable were they 
to be left to "moulder."  

10/23/2009    Dahl, Robert .  
11579 Mandarin Cove 
Lane  
Jacksonville, FL 
32223  
USA  
bobdahl@hotmail.com 

86 Access to the islands is an important issue and one that 
needs to be balanced with both wilderness preservation 
and historical preservation of our culture's relationship with 
the land. Meeting the needs of our National Park visitors 
should be accomplished in a way that compliments our 
area's community and business resources, both existing 
and potential. 
 
The decision that the Park Service makes regarding the 
2009 Draft GMP will likely have a profound effect on our 
area's economy. In light of this, it would be beneficial to 
have a formal group of community partners that could act 
as a consultative body for the Park Service on such 
matters. I would recommend that the partners include 
representatives from: 
Red Cliff 
Town of Bell 
Town of Russell 
Town of Bayfield 
City of Bayfield 

10/23/2009 Bayfield 
County 
Tourism & 
Recreation  

Motiff, Mary D.  
117 E. 5th Street 
PO Box 832  
Washburn, WI 54891 
USA  
mmotiff@bayfieldcoun
ty.org  
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Bayfield Chamber of Commerce & Visitor Bureau 
Bayfield County Tourism & Recreation 
Bayfield County Economic Development Corporation 
 
I regret to inform you that the Bayfield County Tourism & 
Recreation Department has not been actively engaged in 
the planning process for the Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore General Management Plan and therefore 
cannot offer support for any of the alternatives at this time.
 
I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss the elements 
of the plan in some detail with the planning team before 
any decisions are made. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request.  

87 First, Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your 
Draft General Management Plan, Wilderness Management 
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. 
 
A. I didn't see any mention of the Memorandum of 
Understanding with APIS, Northland College and its Sigurd 
Olson Environmental Institute and Outdoor Education 
Program to collaboratively deliver the Apostle Islands 
School 
 
B. Desired Conditions - Chapter One - Water Quality 
 
Park Commitment to Water Quality: You state, "NPS staff 
will continue to educate boaters about current regulations 
and risks posed by....human waste discharge.... 
 
Further, "Best manage practices will be applied in the 
park... 
 
Clearly, you need to address the issue of human waste at 
the beach just east of the mainland sea caves. I believe 
your successful experiment with the composting biff on Cat 
Island can and should be applied there - Probably in at 
least 2 locations at the sight. There may be more visitors 
there than you have at Raspberry Island on a busy day in 
the summer. 
 
C. Group Campsites. proposing no new group campsites 
seems "short sited." sorry.... One of the reasons the group 
campsites now are so congested is because there are so 
few of them and they are concentrated in the inner islands. 
If you spread out the impact of groups among more islands 
you will reduce the pressure on any one of them. I would 
proposed group sites on Rocky, South Twin, Otter, a 
second group site on the North end of Basswood and a 
second group campsite on Sand in West Bay when that 
property comes into APIS use. Further, I would keep the 
Oak A campsite and use it as a demonstration/interpretive 
site for recreational damage to the resource. In addition I 
think restoration work on eroded slope could be 
undertaking at this site concurrently with the interpretation.

10/23/2009 Sigurd Olson 
Environmenta
l Institue  

Herman, Grant P.  
1411 Ellis Ave 
Northland College  
Ashland, WI 54806  
USA  
gherman@northland.e
du  
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D. Complete trail between Meyers beach and Little Sand 
bay staying on APIS land (south of reservation properties) 
before returning to the coastal area. I see in your plan that 
you considered building a bridge over the mouth of the 
river. I am glad you abandoned this plan. It is Red Cliff land 
to begin with and would create a visual and natural 
resource sore spot. However, I would recommend moving 
the trail inland there staying on Park land and providing a 
much smaller pedestrian bridge where the river is much 
narrower. Your 400 foot bridge could probably be more like 
40 or less. I believe your conclusion to forgo pursuing 
property easements is taking the easy way out. It wasn't 
easy to creat the park either so despite the expected 
difficulty, I would recommend pursuing it. A further 
alternative would be to develop a model for a "floatable" 
moveable path through the wetland. One that would be 
changed on a "regular" basis say every 3-5 years. Sections 
of trail that are clipped together essentially and designed to 
be adjusted to the variation of wetland travel. 
 
E. Stormwater runoff from Park Facilities. Retention 
ponds/swales need to be constructed to mitigate parking 
lot runoff at Meyers Beach, multiple locations at Little Sand 
Bay, Roy's point if you keep it. the worst of this is brake 
pad runoff (mercury and other heavy metals) during the 
summer season. Obviously salt in the winter at year round 
facilities. 
 
F. I would recommend backing off of not letting people fish 
within park boundaries from Snow machines. While I don't 
ride them myself I think the spirit of fishing that these 
people display is within the intent of park fish regulations. 
Restricting their land use is still appropriate. 
 
G. Public Health: Please do away with the Serve Safe 
certification require now of professional guides in the park. 
This certification is aimed at commercial cooks/kitchen and 
has no bearing on reality of providing safely prepared food 
in the wilderness. What you need to do is certify the 
programs/businesses to be serve safe so their food 
management staff can take the training and pass on and 
adapt the relevant policies for maintaining a high standard 
of public health. 

 
H. Lightscape Management - I would fold this into your 
sustainability policies so that dark sky lighting across all 
facilities in the Park is still an active goal over the range of 
this plan. 
 
I. Interpretation, Education and Permits pg. 92 I believe 
you are refering to formal park education and interpretive 
programs when you state "All education and interpretive 
efforts will be located outside the wilderness area." All is 
misleading here. Certainly educational oriented groups, 
like those from Northland College and its Sigurd Olson 
Environmental Institute would plan to continue performing 
educational and interpretive acts in the Wilderness area. 
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To leave this vague is to suggest that the concept and 
practice of wilderness is somehow separate from learning. 
As a largely educational agency yourself, I assume you 
understand this. So I recommend changing the language 
here to reflect that you don't want permanent interpretive 
structures anywhere in the Wilderness area. I am in 
agreement on that point but let's not throw out learning 
with a restriction on interpretive structures. 
 
J. Individual campsites; I would recommend beginning to 
give these sites "term limits" of maybe 10 years or so to 
give the existing sites time to restore the impact of 
continued recreational use. You could stagger the start up 
dates beginning with the most impacted and adjusting as 
you move along. New sites would not have to be far from 
old sites necessarily depending on availability but this 
would build the concept of restoration back into campsite 
management. 
 
K. More Trails. In addition to completing the Mainland trial 
which I would rate as a necessity to increase the quality 
and frequency visitor experience, I would also advocate for 
three additional trails in the park: First, the Sand Island trial 
to the West Bay Club is a great idea although I would 
recommend turning that into a group camping site rather 
than preserving those buildings or perhaps using the 
building as an interpretive site to serve the campers there 
(probably too expensive) Second I would create a 
shoreline trail on Bear Island between the South Sand spit 
(when it comes into Park use) and the sand beach on the 
NE quarter of the island. Both trail ends could be primitive 
individual camp sites; finally I would connect the south 
sand spit on Cat to the long beach on the NE quarter with 
a shoreline trail. Almost forgot - I would build a shoreline 
trail on the east side of basswood between the new group 
campsite on the North end to the exiting quarry/group 
campsite trail. 
 
So, overall I think that leaves me between Alternatives 3 & 
4. Neither addresses all the important issues I think 
support user issues but either a combo would be good. 
 
Additionally, I thought the interpretive agenda (unless I 
missed it) seemed rather weak. I think the park should 
have some on-water interpreters. In a perfect world, I 
would put them on a relatively small sail boat (so they can 
interpret for the sailing community and have a couple of 
folding kayaks on board to interpret for the paddling and 
camping visitors. I think the potential for interpretation to 
the power boat community is already there since the park 
already has so many power boats. Further I believe you 
could do some interesting interpretation around the 
science research issues that go on every season e.g. if 
you are monitoring soil erosion in overused campsites, 
make a program out of it. If you are assessing invasives in 
the bog at Julian Bay, make a program out of it. When the 
water is warm do a snorkeling program to the Noque Bay. 
In short, I think you could put together an interpretive 
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series that might have a different tour every day or 3 times 
a week or just on Saturdays or something like that. Charge 
for it and use piloted interpretive rangers to run them so 
you don't have to pay for more than one person. Lastly, I 
just ache for an interpretive program built around 
commercial fishing. Can't you see a park service 
interpreter working with a crusty native fisherman to 
provide a deep and genuine learning experience that 
educate visitors about this on-going slice of history. You 
could collaborate with Red Cliff or with any commercial 
company for boat time. I think it would help support the 
local fishing community but making their fishing efforts 
more sustainable (because if you sell a program you still 
could make some money even when you catch no fish....) 
This idea would provide another opportunity wot work with 
Northland Faculty, students and SOEI staff. I would also 
like to see the park work with Red Cliff to interpret the fur 
trade. It is such a rich history ranging from the romantic to 
the tragic. I know the island museum interprets in in a 
museum sense but nothing where you are out there in the 
National Lakeshore. Food for thought. 
 
More good stuff.  
 
I love your developing focus on sustainability, climate 
change adaptation, ecological resiliency, developing new 
programs and restorations for at least one more if not two 
lighthouses (I would suggest Sand when you have to 
choose). I love the idea of the Wilderness Recovery 
strategy although you seem to be too restrictive here. 
Wilderness has had people in it for millions of years so I 
think it is unrealistic to not let them really get in there and 
feel it. While trails carve out a small mark through 
wilderness they create access to what wilderness really is - 
a recharge for the human spirit. I think a few more trails 
and you may start to get more hikers up here which is a 
great group of people to have in your park. They tend to be 
pretty resource conscious and tend to support wilderness.
 
Selfishly, I would like to build on our exiting MOU to include 
collaborations with science and social science faculty at 
Northland College and with Sigurd Olson staff for citizen 
science, environmental Education and resource and 
resource use monitoring programs. 
 
I would recommend that the Park collaborate with the City 
of Bayfield, Washburn, Ashland and regional Marinas from 
Saxon Harbor all the way around Chequamegon Bay to 
Port Wing to support Boat washing/cleaning stations at all 
boat ramps. Further, to collaborate with all efforts that 
promote the regulation of ballast water in Lake Superior. 
 
Good luck with the next steps of your plan. 
 
Grant Herman 
Director, Sigurd Olson Environmental Institute 
Northland College 
Ashland, WI 54806  
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89 Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Apostle's 
Draft Management Plan. We would particularly like to 
address preferred alternative 2 with our following opinions:
 
Points that we strongly support in Alternative #2  
 
On the islands 
 
Its goal "to provide more opportunities for more people to 
have an island experience" but we'd like to add alternative 
# 3's goal "to better support primitive lake-oriented 
recreation" to help better define what those opportunities 
should entail. This better upholds the legal history and 
purposes for the establishment of the park calling for the 
islands to continue to be wild and with minimum facilities.     
The original intent therefore was to save the islands from 
any further development from tourism, farming, logging, 
and homes. Keeping that in mind we support only minimal 
development in the form of docks and trails, and the 
restoration of all existing lighthouses. 
 
Specifically, noteworthy improvements supporting the goal 
set above include: 
 
§ New Trails on Sand Island to the lighthouse and from the 
west Bay Club to the east side to improve day use 
opportunities for a fairly accessible island out of Little Sand 
Bay. 
 
§ New Campsites - a few new campsites on Sand, Oak 
and Basswood/the inner more accessible and easier to 
maintain islands, as long as they are designed in concert 
with the elements of what makes an island experience in 
this park unlike any other. This would include great lake 
views in a private and personal setting with a feeling of 
remoteness unfound on the mainland. Where else in 
heartland USA can you be surrounded by a wilderness as 
big, vast, and untamed as Lake Superior&the very tributes 
that attracted those before us in the area's history. 
 
§ Improvements to Historical Structures  Contributing 
significantly to this unique "island experience" is the history 
of the lighthouses, therefore we agree that every 
lighthouse should be stabilized and maintained. Money 
should be designated for the restoration/renovation and 
interpretation of Sand Island light while continuing to make 
Raspberry Light a valuable destination. This would be a 
logical choice considering the above proposed trails and 
campsites and fairly easy access for day use. In addition, 
retrofitting it for overnight guests would add a new 
recreational opportunity in line with this alternative's goal 
but it should not be a drain on park resources nor run as a 
private proprietary venture in conflict with the park's 
legislative intent. Clearing of vegetation around the 
lighthouses to an agreed upon historical date would be a 
good thing and would, in our opinion, only add to the 
imagined lure of the lake in the times of early shipping. We 

10/23/2009    Peterson, Mark and 
Erica .  
709 Hall Avenue  
Birchwood, MN 55110 
USA  
cassiachad@comcast.
net  
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also feel that after Sand Island Light, Michigan should be 
next in line for improvements.  
 
§ Emphasizing Day use points of interest The APIS could 
do much more with non-personal interpretation promoting 
self- discovery, somewhat proposed in this alternative. 
Providing dock space with a trail, access to a sandscape or 
significant feature (i.e. rock formation, brownstone quarry, 
historical feature) or a picnic area greatly enhances the 
unique visitor experience only afforded here. Manitou fish 
camp is a great such place and an easy stop for any 
boater including kayaking. Stabilizing and rehabilitating it is 
necessary but so is a bigger emphasis on supporting it as 
a means to educate users.  
 
§ Dock Improvements at Sand Island, when available, is 
good in light of the above comments. 
 
§ Additional Employees Vital as long as they are present 
out in the islands during the tourist season and play a 
strong role in education via interpretation and safety 
regulation. 
 
§ Exploring New Transportation Options An issue that 
always needs revisiting and creative measures. 
 
On the Mainland 
 
Improvements to the dock at Little Sand Bay. 
Beach access ramp at Meyers Beach. 
Improving visitor services and interpretation at the 
Hokinson Fishery. 
Adding a group use area at Little Sand Bay 
Points that we strongly oppose in Alternative #2 
 
The relocation of Stockton Island Campground to Presque 
Isle  This is one of the most incredible camping 
experiences in America and unduplicated at Presque Isle. 
We understand the concerns about erosion, bear/people 
conflicts, the cost of maintaining latrines, protecting 
historically significant artifacts, etc. but they are not worth 
the loss of this experience to future campers to the APIS 
and especially not until every solution is tried. Use of this 
area for camping has gone way back, possibly to the 
Woodland Indian period. It has always been a traditional 
gathering place. All who have camped there have done so 
for the same reasons and nearly duplicated the same 
experiences. The tombolo has survived hundreds of years 
of people treading up and down its banks, collecting 
firewood, having fires, collecting berries, pitching 
tents&and has still retained its innate beauty and attraction. 
Important is not exceeding an acceptable capacity and 
treading it as lightly as possibly. Education can play a huge 
role, fences and signs help, and attitudes with purpose can 
accomplish a lot. Self-composting toilets may answer 
pumping out latrines, packing out everything that you bring 
is becoming a moral obligation as is leaving no trace. 
Campers out west and in the east are becoming more 
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aware of how to avoid bear confrontations with their food. 
In contrast a move to Presque Isle will impact a mature 
boreal/deciduous forest, home to some important breeding 
birds in decline in the north. To many it would be camping 
in a forest much like on the mainland. The mosquitoes and 
the lack of view, and space is probably why it was never 
chosen as a Native American camping area. Staying at the 
tombolo could present an important interpretive message 
that visitors will take home with them.  
 
Rehabilitating the Long Island Light Station for NPS 
Housing We agree that a better presence of the NPS on 
Long Island "to reduce visitor disturbance and aid in 
monitoring piping plovers" is a good thing, but to rebuild 
the station and open it to staff housing seems incongruous 
to the intent. Tent platforms for researches, hidden back in 
the brush might blend in better with Long Island's 
personality. Funds might better go to the other light 
stations, ranger patrols and a roving naturalist on your 
busiest days. When we worked with Martin Hanson to add 
Long Island to the National Lakeshore, one of the reasons 
we used was to keep it wild. The original intent was not to 
develop this island. 
 
Putting additional funding into building structures on Sand 
Island at this time and exploring the possibility of visitor 
lodging at Camp Stella run by a concession.                      
Rebuilding or improving any docks without considering 
how they can be designed so as to not significantly alter 
longshore drift of sand. 
 
Proposed changes at Little Sand Bay: 
We are agreed that with the visitation that the northern 
mainland is receiving, the present facility is not adequate. 
However we feel that replacing it with a smaller visitor 
contact station is not enough. The Hokinson Fishery is a 
wonderful interpretive introduction to the APIS and the 
Little Sand Bay visitor center area is the only mainland 
view of the wild APIS. Numerous opportunities for day use, 
environmental education, and lake-oriented recreation is 
available from this location. Near-by beaches, wetlands, 
sea caves, the dock and mementos of a past fishing era, 
and its close proximity to two lighthouses and Eagle Island 
all leave an impression with visitors. With so much 
opportunity this area should be a fitting destination and a 
stepping stone to how visitors can nearly experience the 
islands even if from the mainland. Therefore plans should 
include expanded facilities to include the Hokinson Fishery 
and more of an NPS presence, not less.  
 
Not considering mooring buoys We feel that they should be 
tried. They could reduce docking pressures and provide 
one more opportunity for lake-oriented and wilderness 
recreation. As far as safety, they are no more dangerous 
than docking. 
 
Missing Points in the Alternatives 
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We were surprised that there was no mention of light-
scapes preservation especially with talk of building new 
facilities on the mainland. The APIS are better than most 
places for observing the night sky. 
 
Adding more day-use points of interest should be 
emphasized. These could be included in a boating circle 
route brochure and map. These sites could include 
accessible walks, sand beaches and spits, old cabin 
sites&see above. 
 
Specifically addressing areas that will be most affected by 
climate change and working to protect them when possible 
(i.e. Old hemlock groves, bogs, nesting habitats, water 
seepage into the ice caves from above, riparian habitats&)
 
Opportunities for land acquisitions on the mainland.  
 
The importance of continuing to support and expand the 
APIS School and giving local school children an 
opportunity to experience this wilderness in their back 
yard. 
 
Anticipating rising visitation by kayak groups and 
associated problems with backcountry use and abuse.  

90 This letter is to comment on the Draft General 
Management for the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. I 
appreciate the opportunity to participate in the assessment 
of the plan and hope that my thoughts will be helpful to 
you. I should begin by identifying myself as the Director of 
the Minnesota Historical Society and Minnesota's State 
Historic Preservation Officer. Also relevant to your 
assessment of my comments is the fact that I visit the 
Lakeshore annually. Speaking both professionally and 
personally, I treasure the Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore as a unique and very significant historic and 
natural resource.  
 
Speaking as a historian, my first concern is for 
preservation of the cultural resources. As a regular visitor 
to the Lakeshore I have some general knowledge of the 
buildings and human history associated with the area. I am 
particularly familiar with Sand Island. Knowing the Park 
Service's responsibility to preserve historic resources as 
well as natural ones, I urge you to keep this balance in 
mind as you move forward. In my many years of working 
as Minnesota's State Historic Preservation Officer and as a 
visitor to many of our national parks, I have observed that 
the Park Service has historically given greater weight to 
caring for our natural resources than for our historic 
treasures. I have experienced this in Minnesota in the long 
struggle to save the historic Stillwater Lift Bridge, which 
spans the St. Croix Wild River. And, I have observed the 
same phenomenon many times in our national parks. I can 
offer as a specific example the destruction of all of the 
back country chalets except for Sperry and Granite Park 

10/23/2009    Kept Private  
Kept Private  
St. Paul, MN 55108  
USA  
Kept Private  
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Chalets in Glacier National Park. Fortunately, these are 
stone buildings and their removal would have required a 
great effort and prohibitive financial expense. Thank 
goodness that these two magnificent chalets remain to 
help visitors understand the reasons for the creation of 
Glacier Park as an initiative of the Great Northern 
Railroad's plan to develop tourism along its routes in the 
west. 
 
In today's world of extreme financial exigency, I fear for the 
future of the historic resources at Apostle Islands. I urge 
you to evaluate them for their potential listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places; this assessment 
should be part of the agency's preservation planning for 
the Lakeshore. I disagree with the suggestion that the Park 
Service should limit its preservation efforts to those 
buildings for which the agency has use. I understand very 
well that the maintenance of the historic buildings will 
inevitably be costly, but I also know that there are ways to 
share this burden. Partnerships with the remaining private 
owners and others would make sense under these 
circumstances, especially during this period of financial 
stress in our nation. Unless the Park Service engages 
others in the responsibility of care, I worry that the 
buildings will quickly deteriorate beyond repair. In the 
harsh environment of Lake Superior, this will occur 
especially quickly. Allowing this to happen would be an 
abandonment of duty and a failure to keep faith with the 
American people. Partnerships are probably the only 
answer in the foreseeable future for the care of the fragile 
historic structures in the Apostle Islands Lakeshore.  
 
Along with the preservation of the historic structures, I urge 
the Park Service to preserve the human stories associated 
with them. To the extent that there are a number of people, 
many of them elderly, with living memory of inhabiting the 
Apostle Islands, these stories should be collected without 
delay.  
 
Finally, I wish to express my disagreement with the plan to 
remove the historic artifacts from the Lakeshore and 
transfer them to Houghton, Michigan for storage there. In 
my opinion, these objects should be cared for and remain 
in place in their historic context.  
 
With such a great need to preserve existing resources, the 
$28 million proposal to build the new visitor center in 
Bayfield seems unwise. An appropriation of this size would 
go a long way toward accomplishing what I regard as the 
most important objectives for preserving the cultural 
resources in the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. In 
summary, they are: 1) documentation and care of the 
historic structures; 2) collection and preservation of the 
stories documenting the human presence in the Apostle 
Islands; and 3) care for the lakeshore artifacts, allowing 
them to remain in their historic location. All of these 
responsibilities seem more important to me than 
construction of a new building.  
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Looking at the plan through the lens of cultural resource 
preservation, I conclude that none of the alternatives 
presented really constitutes an acceptable course forward. 
I agree with the Park Service's stated goal to keep the 
Park as it is. In my opinion, the most cost effective way to 
accomplish this is to engage partners in the effort. The use 
of partnerships is an essential element in today's best 
practice for historic and natural resource preservation. I 
urge you to explore the possibilities to the fullest extent 
possible toward meeting your stated goal of preserving the 
Apostle Islands National Lakeshore resource.  
 
I appreciate your commitment to finding the best possible 
course for the preservation of the Apostle Islands National 
Lakeshore and trust that you will receive many helpful 
comments that will guide you in taking the next steps 
toward fulfilling your responsibility to the American people.
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As the nation’s principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for 
most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound use 
of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the 
environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the 
enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The department assesses our energy and mineral 
resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best interests of all our people by 
encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in their care. The department also has a major 
responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island 
territories under U.S. administration. 
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